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INTRODUCTION

The administrative budget for space research and technology in fiscal 1966

was estimated at $5.1 billion, or about five per cent of estimated total Federal

administrative expenditures. This represents an increase of $200 million in

1966, a relatively small gain comparedto the annual increases of about $i bil-
lion over the past four years, l/ In less than a decade the space effort has

grown from a minor program to a major componentof Federal government activity.

It is inevitable that a program of this magnitude will have significant economic

consequences. Since the space program is supported by public funds its budget

has been subject to careful scrutiny. Much less attention has been paid to the

job and income-creating aspects of space research and technology.

It should be evident to even the most casual observer that the space pro-

gram has created thousands of new jobs, and has generated billions of dollars of

new income. But what of its impact on a local community? The answer to this

question depends upon a numberof variables. Although muchof the space pro-

gram is concentrated in a relatively small numberof states, the interdependence

of economic activities in the Nation leads to widely diffused income and employ-

ment effects. Most communities probably do not include a "space sector," and

the impact of the space program on such communities is not readily apparent.

The network of sub-contractors, and suppliers to contractors and sub-contractors,

spreads throughout the national economy, and many of the indirect links to the

space program are not easily traced. Even if a community has a space sector,

the measurement of the impact of space and space-related programs on the local

economy requires intensive analysis. The objective of this study is to measure

these impacts on an economy of the latter type -- that of Boulder, Colorado.

There were several reasons for selecting Boulder as the object of this

study. First, the Boulder economy has fairly well-defined boundaries; it is a

"local" community rather than an indistinguishable part of a larger agglomera-

tion. It is small enough to permit intensive analysis without a major expendi-

ture of research funds. Also, the combined space and space-related sectors in

Boulder are the third largest economic activity in the community.

!/The Bud__ iqnBrie______f,Fiscal Yea_.__Kr196____6, Executive Office of the President,

Bureau of the Budget, Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office (1965), p. 30.
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The present study consists of two parts. Part I is an input-output analy-

sis of the Boulder economy. Its objective was the development of a series of

income and employment multipliers for each sector of the local economy which

would permit accurate estimates of the total income and employment generated in

the community by expenditures on a variety of space and space-related programs.

There was a final reason for selecting an area of the size and industrial

composition of Boulder for this study. Earlier small-area input-output studies

have produced excellent estimates of inter-industry transactions. But to our

knowledge no earlier study has devoted as much attention to the household or

consumer side of the local economy as the present one. One of the hypotheses

which we were interested in testing was that earlier small-area input-output

studies had overstated the induced effects on local production and income result-

ing from exogenous changes in final demand. The evidence in this study, in our

opinion, clearly supports this hypothesis. The major innovation in Part I was

the development of a new type of income multiplier which we believe has resulted

in more accurate estimates of induced changes in the economy than earlier studies

have produced.

The local impact of any program which affects a community through its final

demand sector will vary significantly with the industrial structure of the com-

munity involved. Large metropolitan areas are expected to show a significant

amount of interdependence among the various sectors of the local economy. An

economy such as that of Boulder is relatively "open," however. That is, there

is a great deal of specialization in a community of this size, particularly one

which contains a major university, and there is heavy reliance on purchases

from elsewhere in the State and in the Nation. A _, it might be expected

that such a community would show virtually no interdependence. Our study shows

that this is not the case, although the major impacts resulting from exogenous

changes in final demand clearly come by way of the household sector.

The measurement of local impacts involves lengthy and detailed analysis,

and no attempt will be made to summarize the analysis here. But the results can

be given in terms of an example. Shortly before the analytical work on this

study was completed, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration awarded

a $9 million contract to one of the establishments in the Boulder space sector.

Assuming that this represented an addition to existing contracts, and ignoring

the capital effects (i.e. assuming that no new plant capacity will be added),

after all the direct, indirect and induced effects have worked themselves out

-vii-



the $9 million contract will add an estimated $15.5 million to the total output

of the Boulder economy. Included in this amount is an estimated addition to

household income of $3.6 million which is expected to lead to an estimated in-

crease of 678 man-years of employment. Thus even in a small and relatively open

economy, space expenditures have a substantial multiplier effect.

Part II of the study, which appears in a separate volume, reports the re-

sults of a companion investigation concerned with the development of income and

product accounts for the Boulder area analogous to those reported regularly for

the Nation as a whole. Aggregate income and employment multipliers for the lo-

cal community were also constructed in this part of the study. The data collected

by survey for construction of the basic input-output table were also used in the

development of local income and product accounts. Both the input-output and the

income-product studies required supplementary data taken largely from published

sources, but the two studies draw upon a common body of original data.

It should be emphasized that the two parts of the study are not competitive

in any sense; rather they are complementary. The major difference is that in

Part I the emphasis has been upon disa_re_ation, while in Part II the approach

has been an aggregative one. It is the hope of the authors of both parts of the

study that at least modest contributions have been made to regional economic

analysis by the concepts which have been developed and statistically implemented

in these reports.

The input-output analysis was carried out under the supervision of the

Project Director assisted by the co-authors of Part I of the report. The income-

product accounts were developed under the direction of Dr. Don Seastone, Associ-

ate Professor of Economics at Colorado State University, and a Research Associate

in the Bureau of Economic Research at the University of Colorado. Both parts of

the study were genuinely team efforts, however, and the authors of the two re-

ports were assisted by a large number of graduate research assistants, program-

mers, secretaries, and clerical assistants, whose efforts were indispensable to

the successful completion of the project. Finally, a study of this kind could

not have been successfully completed without the cooperation and support of the

Boulder business con_nunity and the many residents who participated in the house-

hold survey. The entire staff of the NASA-Boulder local impact study join the

Director in extending sincere gratitude to the businessmen and residents of

Boulder who devoted so much of their time and cooperated so fully in providing

the basic data upon which the analysis rests.
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for the important contributions made by the project consultants who are listed

with the project staff.

Hundreds of businessmen and residents gave unstintingly of their time, and

provided us with highly detailed and confidential information, but a number of

individuals must be singled out for special mention because without their speci-

fic contributions the business, government and household surveys could not have

been completed. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the contributions to the study

made by the following: Mr. Francis Reich and Mr. Robert Schelling of the Boulder
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errors of interpretation, omission, or of any other kind are the sole responsi-

bility of the authors.
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PART II

THE INCOMK - PRODUCT ACCOUNTS



VI

OB3ECTIVES OF THE REGIONAL INCOME-PRODUCT ACCOUNTS

Two major objectives weighed heavily in the construction of the Boulder

area income and product accounts. The first emphasized the accounts vet se,

since the task of measuring the level of economic activity in Boulder was con-

sidered an important analytical goal in itself. The second was to design a set

of income and product accounts which would accurately reflect the aggregate

multiplier effects of space expenditures, and the changes in the local economy

occasioned by a change in the magnitude of those expenditures. In this chapter,

we first consider the income-product accounts as techniques for measuring

regional economic activity, and secondly we turn to the accounts as instruments

for a general multiplier analysis of space expenditures.

The Income-product Accounts a s Economic Indicators

The development of re_ioDal accounts -- About twenty years after the

National Bureau of Economic Research and the U. S. Department of Commerce
1/

pioneered domestic efforts to construct national income and product accounts,-

economists with regional science inclinations began the serious work of design-

ing analogous measures of economic activity at local, state and regional levels.

Aggregate economic analysts in the 1930's had been seriously hampered in ex-

plaining the determinants of national income, both in terms of levels and vari-

ations, by the absence of a reliable framework for data analysis. As regional

scientists began to apply economic tools to explain such phenomena as industrial

location and variations in regional growth, they too encountered the need for

systematic measurement of economic activity. Two of the major systems of

measurement and analysis which have emerged in regional studies are the inter-

industry relationships of input-output analysis discussed in Part I, and the

aggregate relationships of regional income and product accounts.

By 1957, the National Bureau of Economic Research was able to bring together

a group of regional scientists to report on the state of regional analysis,

,, ,, J

!/Paul Studenski, The Income of Nations, New York: New York University

Press (1958).
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Including the measurement of regional income. _/ The efforts of professlonal

economists such as Werner Hirsch, _/ Charles Leven, _/ and Harvey Perloff _5/ to

systematically organize regional income and product accounts attracted the

attention of Resources For The Future at about the same time. With Perloff,

its director of regional analysis spearheading the effort, Resources For The

Future helped bring together a group of economists and others for an intensive

analysis of regional accounts. In 1960 the Committee on Regional Accounts met

in formal conference at Washington University, St. Louis, and RFF published

the proceedings of the conference in 1962. _/

The proceedings of the first conference represented an attempt to summarize

the state of regional accounts as they existed in 1960, and the discussions were

almost entirely general in scope. By the time of the second conference, in 1962,

the contributors had moved beyond general models. They had concentrated on

such factors as the measurement of public sector activities in reglonal accounts

and the implications of these accounts for public declslon-making; the

relationships between stocks and flows in regional growth, and other specific

topics, z/

_/Natlonal Bureau of Economic Research, Regional Income, Stud les i=_nnj_pcome

and Wealth, Vol. 22, Princeton University Press (1957).

3/Werner Z, Hirsch, "Regional Accounts: Objectives and Framework,"

_roceedings, American Statistical Association (1959).

_/Charles Leven, Theory and Method of Income and Product Acc@unts foErLoca___l

Areas, Ames, Iowa (1958), reprinted by the Center for Regi0na[ Economic Studies,

University of Pittsburgh (1963).

_IHarvey Perloff, et al., Regions, Resources and Economi _ Growth,

Baltimore: Johns Hopkin_-Uni'--versity Press (1960).

_/Desisn of Regional Accounts, Papers Presented at the Conference on

Reglonal Accounts, 1960, sponsored by the Committee on Regional Accounts, edited

by Werner Hochwold, published for Resources For The Future, Inc., by the
Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore (1962).

_/Elements of Regional Accounts, Papers Presented at the Conference on

Reglonal Accounts, 1962, sponsored by the Committee on Regional Accounts,

edited by Werner Z. Hirsch, published for Resources For The Future, Inc., by
the Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore (1964).
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Perhaps the most obtrusive characteristic of regional accounts in their

present state of development is the wide variety of accounting systems employed

by the different contributors; a function of the diverse purposes for which the

accounts are formulated and the research funds available. Leven's and Perloff's

contribution to the second conference, for example, focuses on the relationships

between stocks and flows in a developmental context, the first explicit attempt

to assess the impact of the stock of human and natural resources on the flow of

regional economic activity. _/- At the same conference, on the other hand,

Burkhead concentrated on the development of a highly detailed analysis of public

sector activity which he felt had been too long neglected in regional

accounting systems. _/- Thus there is developing a wide variety of an increasing-

ly sophisticated set of systems for measuring the activities generated by

regional economies. The proper regional accounting system to be used in a

specific study will depend upon the precise purposes of the particular study.

The requirements of the Boulder accounts -- One of the major requirements

in the design of the Boulder area accounts was that they reflect as accurately

as possible the impact of space and space-related expenditures on the local

economy.

In designing the accounts for this study, an effort was made to follow

wherever possible the accounting conventions of the national income accounts

developed by the U. S. Department of Commerce. The national accounts have

familiarized the public with such terms as "Gross National Product" and

"National Income." This study builds on the national income accounting base,

using the same descriptive phrases insofar as possible, and following the same

procedures where this can be done without compromising the other objectives of

the study.

The design of the Boulder regional accounts was also influenced by the

fact that the income-product accounts were constructed in conjunction with the

_/Rarvey Perloff and Charles Leven, "Toward an Integrated System of

Regional A=counts: Stocks, Flows and the Analysis of the Public Sector,"

£b__id., pp. 175-210.

_/Jesse Burkhead, "Public Finance as an Integral Part of Regional

Accounts,'* An Elements of ReRiona_ Accounts, ibid., pp. 51-77,
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development of an Inter-lndustry table for the same area based to a large extent

on common data. The complimentary input-output approach affects the income-

product design in two ways. First, some interesting variations of regional

accounts, such as Leven's value-added sector classifications need not be exten-

sively used here since value-added data are included in the Input-output

matrix_ _/ Similarly, Leven's and Tiebout's experiments with "from-to" or "rows

only" tables were not relevant to the present study because of the availability

of a fully-developed input-output table. 1-1/ Thus in the present study it was

possible to concentrate on data collection in areas and to an extent often

precluded in previous studies.

The importance of the public sector in the Boulder economy also helped

shape the requirements of the Boulder income-product accounts. Most importantly,

Boulder is the location of the University of Colorado's main branch, which in

effect is the city's largest "industry." Boulder is also the county seat of an

important metropolitan county. Moreover, the University complex has attracted

other public-sector activities. These include the Boulder Laboratories of the

National Bureau of Standards and the Joint Institute for Laboratory

Astrophysics. The National Center for Atmospheric Research, also in the public

sector, is almost entirely supported by Federal grants. The space-related

activities of private firms such as Ball Brothers and Beech Aircraft, both im-

portant recipients of Federal government contracts, are also closely tied to the

public sector.

Because of the importance of the public sector it was necessary to design

the regional income-product accounts in a way which would focus attention on

government activity at all levels of organization and on the many functions

performed. In effect, it was possible in this study to implement many of

Burkhead's suggestions re.fating to the public sector in regional accounts; that

is, to place more stress on the details of public activities than is found in

earlier studles.l--2/ To accomplish this, four divisions of government were used

-- Federal government, State government exclusive of the University of Colorado,

l--Q01Leven, o R. ci___t.

1-_Leven, o R. ci___t.; Charles Tiebout, e__ta__l., Markets for Cali£ornla

_oducts, Sacramento: Oallfornla Development Agency (1961).

12/Burkhead, oR. ci___t.
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the University of Colorado, and local government. In every instance in which

the division is pertinent, government expenditures are divided between current

and capital spending. In addition to the general operations of government, pub-

lic enterprise activities have been separately reported where data are available,

13/
as have the transfer-trust fund activities of the various government divisions.--

The design of the Boulder area income and product accounts was also influ-

enced by the growing need of other localities and regions to investigate their

economic bases as they contemplate development and planning problems. Hopefully,

a carefully conceived and well-documented set of regional accounts for Boulder

will provide useful benchmarks for subsequent studies by other research groups

investigating similar problems of economic development.

Local Multiplier Analysis

Income-product accounts are useful for describing the broad outlines of a

regional economy. But the time and expense involved in their construction can

scarcely be justified unless they are to be incorporated within the analytical

framework of an economic model. Although it is of some interest to know, for

example, that the level of Gross Area Product in the Boulder area in 1963 was

$178,325,957, it is clearly necessary to know more than this if Boulder area

growth potential is to be clearly understood. The income-product accounts, in

other words, must be put to more dynamic uses than the ex post description of a

previous period. Fortunately the accounts are adaptable to more analytic uses

and, indeed, their major purpose in this study is to demonstrate how the Boulder

area is likely to respond to a specified set of changes in exogenous variables.

The basic purpose of this study is to determine the economic impact of

space and space-related expenditures on the Boulder economy. The contribution

of income-product accounts to the impact study is in the formulation of an aggre-

gate multlplier which identifies the total changes in income, expenditures, and

product which grow out of an original change in space expenditures in Boulder.

An aggregate multiplier is a formal model which shows the continuing economic

repercussions of an original change in demand. More specifically, we trace

through the effects of variations in space and other spending upon business

l--3/For more detail on the treatment of government, see Chapter IX.
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decisions to vary the units of inputs employed, the corresponding changes in

productive activity and income flows, and the resultant changes in household

consumption expenditures based upon changes in Disposable Personal Income.

To quantify this sequ@nce of economic events, from the first change in, say,

space expenditures to the last induced change in household purchases, it was

necessary to construct a Boulder area consumption function. This function is
14/

bajed on some 800 household interviews-- and shows the relationship between

family spending and family Disposable Personal Income. A basic requirement for

multiplier analysis is the marginal propensity to consume (mpc), which is the

relationship between changes in Disposable Personal Income and the resultant

chan_es in household consumption expenditures. The mpc identifies the household

consumption response to an initial change in Disposable Personal Income which in

turn grows out of an original change in, say, space expenditures and the resulting

decisions by local businesses to vary the levels of inputs and outputs. Com-

puting a multiplier is thus the analytical process of quantifying the sequence of
151

household reactions to consecutive changes in Disposable Personal Income.--

At the same time the multiplier provides an estimate of the effects of

variations in space expenditure on the local economy. It also permits

estimation of the impact of other forces on Boulder income, for example the

expansionary forces of the University of Colorado with its large payroll and

purchasing activities.

The major difference between national and regional multiplier analysis as

demonstrated in this study is in the construction of the Boulder area consumption

function. At the national level the most important leakages from the stream of

Disposable Personal Income are the propensities of households to save part of

income, and the obligations of these households to meet personal tax liabilities,

Both of these drains have the effect of limiting personal consumption

expenditures by households and lowering the value of the multiplier. Another

leakage, much more important regionally than nationally, is the propensity of

households to import commodity purchases from the "rest-of-the-world." At the

national level the propensity to import from foreign countries is relatively

14/The household interviews are discussed in Chapter III of Part I.

l-_5/Fora more detailed discussion of the multiplier process, see

Chapter IX.
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small; in 1963, $26.3 billion out of a Disposable Personal Income of $403 billion.

At the regional level, however, the propensity to import assumes much more im-

portance for two reasons. First, households in Boulder import directly by making

purchases in the Denver metropolitan region and from other business establishments

outside Boulder. Secondly, Boulder firms import most of the goods subsequently

sold to Boulder residents. Such imports depress the value of the local multi-

plier, since the income flows generated by these expenditures will be directed to

outside firms and households. An important part of this study is the identifica-

tion of patterns of imports by local households and business establishments.

The local consumption function not only identifies the import leakages which

depress the value of the local multiplier, it simultaneously identifies the broad-

er regional impact of space and other expenditures. D_at represents a leakage

from the Boulder income stream constitutes incremental income to the Denver Met-

ropolitan Area, other parts of the State of Colorado, and the "rest-of-the-world."

Thus, in effect the aggregate multiplier analysis shows the tota___lincome effects

of a specified change in expenditures, and the allocation of additional income

among Boulder, metropolitan Denver, the rest of the state, and the "rest-of-the-

world."
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DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES FOR THE INCOME-PRODUCT

ACCOUNTS AND AGGREGATE MULTIPLIER ANALYSIS

,The Hous,ehold Survey

One of the major objectives of this study was the acquisition of reliable

data concerning household economic behavior. From the original research proposal

to the final _rrite-up, the importance of preclsely identifying the income and

expenditure characteristics of Boulder-area households was continuously

emphasized. In the early stages of the project a high priority was assigned to

sampllng procedures and the design of a questionnaire capable of ellcltlng the

necessary data on household activities. The design of the sample and the

significance of the results have been discussed in Part I, and this section deals

with the questionnaire used in the household survey.

The questionnaire -- The fundamental data sought in the household

questionnaire involve the level and sources of family income and the level and

composition of family expenditures. In the interest of building rapport with

the respondents less detailed and perhaps less personal data were sought first.

Four categories of questions preceded the vital inquiries into income and

expenditures.

The first set of questions identified the personal characteristics -- age,

sex, race, marital status, education, and family size -- of the heads of house-

holds. The second set of questions covered employment status including the

location, longevity and type of employment. A third set concerned housing

characteristics, ranging from assessed and market values of houses to

utility costs and the owner's residence for renters. The final part of the

rapport-building section of the questionnaire centered on such behavioral and

attitudinal variables as degree of geographic mobilityp market cmnparison of

Boulder and outside business firms, public sector activities ranked in terms of

needed expansion, and assessment of the value and role of space and space-related

activities.

Earned income. With the introductory questions in hand, the interview

was then directed to a detailed analysis of income levels and sources. One

category of data involved earned income (as opposed to transfer payments) for

the calendar year 1963. Earned income was defined as the usual factor payments

included in national and regional income accounts: wages and salaries,
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dividends, personal interest, net rental income of individuals, and net income

or profits of unincorporated firms. A sixth classification, "other, specify,"

was used for the purpose of inducing respondents to think again of income

receipts and was later assigned by questionnaire auditors to one of the specified

earned income or transfer classes. When employer and/or employee contributions

to social insurance or private pension, health or welfare funds were identified

here, the data were not used because it was felt that the business survey would

be more accurate in estimating the total amount of these supplements to wages

and salaries. Ultimately, such items as employer supplements were included with

wages and salaries in the category "compensation of employees."

These earned income categories represent the larger part of the income

account referred to as Personal Income. Data from the household survey, when

combined with personal transfer payments, make possible a first determination of

Boulder area Personal Income.

|#age and salary data represent gross wage and salary receipts not

corrected for payroll deductions such as taxes, insurance, savlngs bonds, etc.

All personal income receipts, whether earned or in the form of transfer payments,

were divided according to source, inside or outside Boulder. Thus, out-commuter

wage and salary receipts, dividends received from corporations outside Boulder,

and similar payments were identified for Boulder area residents.

Gross dividend receipts were defined exclusive of insurance dividends,

which were treated as a deduction from insurance premium expenditures at a later

point in the questionnaire. Personal interest income was defined in terms of

private bonds, savings accounts, etc. The definition of interest on government

bonds as transfer receipts is arbitrary and debatable, and was used here simply

to make the category consistent with the national accounts. Net rentals were

defined as gross rental receipts minus all expenses on rental property and real

estate. Royalties were included in net rent. Net income or profits of

unincorporated firms were included whether or not they had been withdrawn from

the firm.

Transfer payments. To distinguish in some detail between public and

private transfer payments, and within the public sector among Federal, State

and local sources of transfers, several forms of transfers were identified. The

first transfer item, unemployment compensation, is a State payment administered

by the State Department of Employment through local offices. Receipts of social

security payments from the Federal government was the next transfer item

recorded, followed by State old age pension receipts, again administered by local
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offices. A broad category entitled "straight welfare payments" was used to

record the transfers administered by the Boulder County Welfare Department and

includes such items as aid to dependent children, aid to the blind, etc. In this

instance, of course, as in others, It is recognized that the ultimate source of

funding may be either State or Federal government. !/

Workmen's compensation payments for job-related injuries were identi-

fied as transfers originating in the State government and included medical as

well as cash payments. Separate treatment was accorded veterans' payments,

largely from the Federal government, excluding educational assistance under the

G. I. Bill. Educational assistance was a separate transfer classification, in-

cluding not only Federal tuition payments and cash items but State and local

scholarships as well.

Because of the influence of University students on the local economy,

private transfers to the Boulder area were included in Personal Income. Thls is

at variance with national accounts procedures in which all personal transfers

are excluded from Personal Income. To exclude the large personal transfers to

students, however, would be to ignore an important source of consumer expendi-

ture in the Boulder area. The personal transfers to Boulder residents, however,

were partially offset by transfers from Boulder residents to those outside the

cc_aunlty. Thus only a net personal transfer item was built into the area's

Personal Income account. Private transfers include all private gifts, prizes,

awards and educational assistance from families. Finally, an "other" category

was used for miscellaneous transfers, particularly to record interest on

government bonds and private pension income.

These categories of earned income and transfer payments (receipts)

were used primarily for the purpose of formulatlng Personal Income and Disposable

Personal Income accounts. To identify other funds available for financing

current household consumption expenditures, three additional revenue sources

were identified, but were not included in the Personal Income or Disposable

Personal Income accounts. The first was sales of existing assets, speclfically

durable goods such as automobiles, and stocks and bonds. Personal, Installment

and insurance pollcy loans were identified separately. Flnally, changes in

personal bank savings were examined to identify the amount of accumulated savings

used for current expenditures. While these three sources of funds are not

--I/Intergovernmental transfers are explicitly identified In Chapter _.
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germane to the income and product accounts, thelrvaluesare.lnterestlng for

other reasons, including the reconciliation of current Disposable Personal

Income and current expenditures. They also helped us estimate debt creation

at the household level as a residual.

Consumer expenditures. There were a number of reasons for quantifying

the level and composition of personal consumption expenditures by households.

A Gross Area Product account, for example, requires an estimate of spending by

household consumers, while aggregate multiplier analysis requires an estimate

of the level of consumer expenditures by Boulder area residents both inside and

outside the study area. For this and other reasons considerable time and

effort were devoted to accurate measurement of consumer expenditures.

All expenditures by households were divided into those inside and

outside the Boulder area, and a ten-sector model was used to allocate

expenditures by industry. The first and largest type was retail expenditures,

and the first category within the retail sector was automotive dealers,

divided into new car, used car, and parts-repair classifications. As in all

consumption items, only the final dollar value of 1963 purchases were recorded.

If, for example, a car was purchased in 1962 but payments were made throughout

1963, no entry was made. Similarly, if a new car were purchased in 1963, and

only partially paid for in that year, the full purchase price was included as

a current consumption expenditure. The method of payment was identified but

was not used for income-product accounting. Used car purchases, of course, were

treated differently. A used car purchased in 1963 represented the resale of

an existing asset. Clearly the dollar value of the sale overstates the current

level of final product since it includes assets manufactured in a previous

period. The only current economic product associated with the sale of a used

car is the service rendered by the used car agent, if an agent is involved.

Therefore in used car purchases, only the mark-up of the agency was recorded in

measuring consumer expenditures. In regard to automotive dealers parts and

repairs, only expenditures for parts were noted, repair services being treated

in a later category called "other services."

Another category under retail purchases was gasoline service

stations, and this included all expenditures at these establishments. Eating

and dining included not only the obvious expenditures at restaurants, but also

expenditures by students and non-students in dormitories, boarding houses, etc.

Food store purchases included drugs, kitchenware, and other commodities

usually sold at supermarkets.
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"General merchandise purchases" was a broad category in the retail

sector. It included all spending at department stores except where respondents

were able to break out spending on apparel and accessories, a separate retail

classification. Furniture, home furnishings and appliances were recorded ac-

cording to new and used purchases, the same accounting procedure being used here

as was employed for new and used automobile purchases. Lumber and building

materials purchases were included in the retail sector although treated as an

investment expenditure in the accounts rather than as a personal consumption

expenditure. A miscellaneous category, "other retail," completed the retail

purchases sector.

D_olesale purchases by households were recorded separately from retail

purchases. Although small, this activity was included to identify any unusual

merchandising practices in the area.

The second expenditure sector was services, in which the first sub-

sector was medical and health services. Tuition in a university town is an im-

portant spending item, and was therefore recorded separately as a sub-sector.

If a family included a student who was head of the household (or a student not

head of the household but residing with the family) tuition payments were re-

corded at this point. If a family had students residing elsewhere, tuition and

other educational expenses were treated as gifts to others. The third classifi-

cation of expenditures under the service sector was a general "other services,"

and included such items as automobile repairs and professional services. Special

expenditures such as vacation expenses were not recorded here but were allocated

to the particular sectors involved wherever possible. Lodging expenditures, on

the other hand, were included in "other services."

The finance, insurance, and real estate sector was difficult to handle

because of the methods used by households in keeping financial records. After

an initial period of experimentation, the sector was defined to include four

items: (I) regular service charges of banks;_/A (2) insurance premiums split

into life insurance (some part of which was later reassigned to personal sav-

ings) and casualty insurance, including accident, health, fire, theft, auto, etc.;

(3) real estate service expenditures, including services provided in the sale

of used houses purchased in 1963, and service charges on title searches,

rental services, selling services, etc.; and (4) interest payments on all

_/Imputed interest payments were estimated from the business survey.
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installment loans, including home mortgages. Thus from a homeowner's total pay-

merit of principal, taxes, insurance and interest, only the latter two items were

recorded in this sector.

Tax payments were reported separately. Personal income taxes were

recorded by Federal or State payments. Property taxes were divided between local

and State levies, and social security taxes were listed separately. _/- Non-tax

payments included fines and penalties, on the one hand, and fees or permits, such

as license plates, vending, hunting, and driver's licenses, on the other. Sales

taxes, levied on all commodity sales at retail but not on services, were computed

by auditors according to income and expenditure levels. Personal income taxes

were defined in net 1963 terms -- 1963 withholding plus current tax payments,

minus refunds from 1962 tax payments.

The contract construction sector included expenditures for new homes

plus additions and alterations to older homes. Only the purchase price of the

new home was included here, interest and service charges being assigned to their

appropriate sectors. Consistent with the national accounts, the contract con-

structlon totals were later excluded from personal consumption expenditures and

treated as an investment expenditure by households operatlnE as business firms, q/

Expenditures in the transportation sector did not include expenses

growln8 out of private automobile ownership, but related to public conveyances

only. A utility sector included utility expenses paid as part of household

rental. The rental sector _as for housing rental only, and l_cluded student

payments for housing, but not board, in dormitories, rooming houses, etc.

Household expenditures for personal home services such as maids and

gardeners were distinguished from other service payments. A final expenditure

item, usually not treated separately, was gifts to and from others. Because

gifts from others is an important part of student income in the income accounts,

gifts to others outside Boulder was a necessary offsetting item.

='For a discussion of other kinds of retirement contributions, see Chapter
VIII.

&/
_-For a discussion of imputed income problems involved in home ownership,

see Appendix II-I.
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A preliminary attempt was made to reconcile income and expenditure data

through the use of two residual categories -- cash repayments and personal

savings.

Throughout the study it was necessary to be consistent in the treatment of

student income and expenditures. Thus, if a student lived at home with parents

or guardians in Boulder, his income and expenditures were aggregated with the

rest of the household. If a Boulder student did not reside with his family,

he was treated as a separate household.

The Public Sector -- A Census of Government Expenditures and Revenues

Two kinds of government expenditure and revenue data were required to

fully probe the impact of the public sector upon the Boulder economy. The first

category traces the budgetary processes of governmental units which are either

headquartered or have branch offices in Boulder. Since the City of Boulder is

the county seat of Boulder County, city and county activities are both concen-

trated in the study area. The same is true of the University of Colorado which

has its main campus in Boulder, although the medical school and major extension

division are in Denver. Similarly, the National Bureau of Standards operates a

large facility in Boulder along with hybrid Federal-State-University agencies

such as the Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics and the National Center

for Atmospheric Research. The latter two, although not Federal operations per

se, are treated as such since they are financed largely by Federal appropria-

tions. Finally, branch operations of State and Federal government such as the

Colorado State Employment Service and the U. S. Post Office also represent

government functions identifiable through analysis of their local budgets.

The second type of governmental impact on the local economy grows out of

the expenditure and revenue activities of the State and Federal governments

which are not processed through a local branch of these governmental units.

On the expenditure side are such payments as those by NASA to the local branch

of Ball Brothers Research Corporation. There are also transfer payments made

directly, for example, by the Social Security Administration to Boulder residents.

At the same time, there are large revenues accruing to the State and Federal

governments directly such as income tax payments.

Because of the two different kinds and sources of government expenditures

and revenues, two kinds of information systems were devised. The first was a

census of all government units in Boulder. This included all local government

activity, the University of Colorado, and those State and Federal agencies with

branch operations in Boulder. The second system for full accounting of
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government impact involved the use of the household and business questionnaires

to identify (i) the tax payments of individuals and firms directly to State and

Federal government, and (2) the transfer receipts of individuals from State and

Federal government, as well as business sales to the latter.

Because the University of Colorado looms so large in the Boulder economy,

it was treated as a separate government unit. Thus four, rather than three,

levels of government activity were analyzed -- local, University of Colorado,

State and Federal.

Expenditure and revenue data were collected and analyzed according to (I)

current expenditures of general government, (2) capital expenditures of general

government, (3) current expenditures of public enterprise, (4) capital expendi-

tures of public enterprise, _/_ and (5) current expenditures of transfer (trust

fund) activities. _/

Expenditures for all levels of government -- whether general or enterprise,

current or capital -- were analyzed in the first instance by function performed,

e.g., defense, education, welfare. Secondly, all expenditures were classified

according to the geographic location of the recipient -- the Boulder area, the

Denver Metropolitan Area (including the parts of Boulder County not included

in the study area), the rest of Colorado, and the "rest-of-the-world." A

similar division was made for revenues. A final distinction was made for ex-

penditures by industrial sector, to identify the direction of each government

unit's expenditure by type of industry recipient.

-5/It was not possible to separate the public enterprise activities of the

University of Colorado from its academic activities because of insufficiency of

accounting detail.

_/This practice follows the general suggestions made by Burkhead in Elements

of Regional Accounts, op. ci_.__t.Professor Burkhead's suggestions for the treat-

ment of the public sector in regional accounts formed the basis for much of the

present analysis of government expenditures and revenues. For the most part, the

data collected for the income-product accounts and the transactions table lent

themselves readily to a system of accounts roughly analogous to the Burkhead

system. The most notable lack of data for this purpose occurred in the record-

ing of local area payments to outside government agencies. These payments, in

the form of State and Federal income taxes, non-tax payments and payments to

government trust funds (PEP,A, social security, etc.) were not readily available.

Some of the data were therefore obtained from the household and business question-

naires. As will be noted later, the remaining gaps were filled by estimation.
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A listing of the specific agencies and organizations located in the Boulder

area and included in the census follows:

I. Local Government

a. City of Boulder

b. Boulder County

c. Boulder Valley School District

d. East Boulder Sanitation District

2. University of Colorado

3. State Government (not including the University of Colorado)

a. Department of Employment

b. Department of Highways

c. National Guard

d. Department of Revenue

4. Federal Government (or hybrid government units)

a. Department of Agriculture

b. Army Recruiting Station

c. Federal Bureau of Investigation

d. National Bureau of Standards

e. Naval Reserve

f. Navy Recruiting Station

g. Post Office

h. Selective Service Board

i. Treasury Department

j. Army Reserve

k. Air Force Recruiting Station

I. National Center for Atmospheric Research

m. Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics

Most of these agencies were studied in depth by members of the staff.

In a few instances, such as the recruiting stations, data on operations were

estimated according to the number of persons employed.

Three major problems were encountered in the collection of data for the

government sector. First and foremost, the agencies did not record income and

expenditures by sector and location. The University of Colorado, which keeps

data on the location of vendors and destination of expenditures, is an

exception. This data problem was not as crucial for the income-product accounts

as for the Inter-industry table. The accounts required information on the

source of government funds and location of expenditure recipients. The input-

output table, however, required both sector and location classification in some

detail.
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Since the necessary data were not available in published form, the

data-collection procedure required a lengthy search of each unit's financial

records. In most cases, the agency's check registers or payments accounts

were examined. Each expenditure was recorded along with the person or firm to

whom payment was made. Thus, each person or firm could be placed in a sector

and locations could be determined, often in consultation with agency officials.

A second problem involved the separation of all expenditures into those

made for current operations and those made for capital expansion or replace-

ment. Most governmental units made some distinction between these two kinds of

expenditures. In the cases where the agency itself made a distinction, and

expenditures were classified as either current or capital, the agency's

definition was accepted -- realizing that the definitions were not necessarily

uniform and sometimes arbitrary. D_ere no distinction was made by the agency,

the staff assigned expenditures to capital account on the basis of experience

with other agencies.

The third major problem occurred in those units of government which

accounted for income and expenditures on a fiscal year basis. Since the

Boulder study was based on the calendar year 1963, some adjustments were

necessary. However, since a detailed survey of original data sources was

required, it was possible to sum monthly or quarterly data for the flscal years

1963 and 1964 to obtain totals for calendar 1963. Thus 3 it was necessary to

estlmate calendar year data from fiscal year data for only one agency, the

National Center for Atmospheric Research. And even in the case of NCAR only a

part of the data had to be estimated.

No special questionnaire was used in the government survey since the

diverse accounting systems used by different agencies did not lend themselves

to this approach. Instead, officials of each unit were interviewed separately

and data were collected in a manner dictated by their final use in the study.

Some governmental agencies in the area were extensively involved in space

activity -- notably the National Bureau of Standards and the National Center

for Atmospheric Research. In these instances, that portion of total activity

devoted to space or space-related research or development was separated from

expenditures associated with non-space activities. The National Bureau of

Standards considers a large part of its activity to be space or space-related

and National Center for Atmospheric Research officials stated that their entire

operation is either space or space-related. Both accounts, fortunately, were
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structured in a way which made the separation of space and space-relatd aetivi-

7_/
ties relatively easy.

7/
_'See Chapter III for the criteria employed in identifying space and sFsee-

related activities.
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INCOME-PRODUCT ACCOUNTS FOR THE BOULDER AREA

FSrst Set of Basic Accounts

The derivation of .Personal Income and Disposable Personal Income -- One of

the most widely used indicators of economic activity, both nationally and region-

ally, is that of Personal Income. In part, its widespread use as a measure of

economic performance is due to the ease with which it is understood. Stated sim-

ply, Personal Income is that part of the total income stream, generated by cur-

rent productive activity and transfer payments, which filters down through busi-

ness and government units to households. In essence, it is the income flow upon

which households base their consumption and personal savings plans, and from

which they meet their personal tax liabilities. -1/

Since the U. S. Department of Commerce publishes estimates of state and re-

gional Personal Income each April in the Survey of Current Business, it is natu-

ral that regional economists have used the Personal Income concept to measure

both levels and changes in economic activity at regional, state and local levels.

In this study the household questionnaire was designed to obtain data for the

careful measurement of Personal Income in the Boulder area.

Personal Income is here defined as the level of income accruing to house-

holds in the Boulder area from current productive activity, and the transfer pay-

merit programs of government and business, before personal tax and non-tax liabil-

ities. Unlike the national measure, it also includes net gifts accruing to local

residents from outside the area. This was done because of the importance to the

study of the University of Colorado student population. Ordinarily (and always

at the national level) this kind of personal transfer receipt is excluded from

the Personal Income total.

The situs problem is handled simply for Personal Income by including the income

of all residents of the study area regardless of the place of employment. Thus,

I/An associated measure, to be discussed subsequently, is Disposable Per-

sonal Income which is Personal Income minus personal tax and non-tax liabilities.

Actually, personal consumption expenditures of households in most cases is more

closely correlated with Disposable Personal Income than with Personal Income. At

the same time, however, Personal Income is a more widely used and understood eco-
nomic indicator.
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the income of a Boulder resident working in Denver is included in Boulder area

Personal Income, although his productive contribution is made elsewhere.

For the Boulder area, then, Personal Income has three basic components:

(I) earned income, (2) transfer receipts from government and business, and (3)

net personal gifts. The last measure includes gifts to Boulder residents from

outside the area minus gifts from Boulder residents to persons outside the area.

Personal transfers within the region (economic transactions involving no current

service or product, for example, transfers of existing assets) are excluded from

Personal Income.

Earned income is the largest part of Personal Income. The categories of

earned income are: (i) wage and salary receipts, (2) dividends (including re-

ceipts of Boulder residents from corporations outside the area), (3) personal

interest receipts, (4) net rental income of individuals, and (5) net income of

unincorporated firms.

A difference between the Personal Income account constructed here and the

national accounts involves the concept of imputed income. In the national ac-

counts, two imputed items affect Personal Income -- imputed rental income of

homeowners, and imputed personal interest receipts from financial intermediaries.

For the Boulder account we first estimated Personal Income exclusive of imputed

items, to which various additions were made, including imputations, to formulate

a Gross Personal Income account.

Wages and salaries constitute the largest part of Personal Income, shown in

Table VIII-I by geographical source, by public and private units, and by indus-

trial sector. Wage and salary totals do not include retirement taxes or contrl°

butions paid by employees or employers to Social Security, the Teachers' Insurance

and Annuity Association, the Public Employees' Retirement Fund, Federal employee

retirement funds and private pension funds. Although all contributions to re-

tirement plans are excluded from Personal Income, all receipts by individuals

from retirement plans are included in Personal Income as government transfer or

private pension receipts. This is a departure from the convention followed in

the _atlonal accounts where social insurance contributions are excluded from but

employee and employer contributions to other retirement plans are included in

Personal Income.

The other categories of non-transfer Personal Income include: (i) labor

income not in wage and salary form, e,g., payments by employers of worker insur-

ance plans or other health and welfare contributions, (2) personal interest In-

comet (3) net rental income of persons, (4) corporation dividend receipts, and
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Boulder Area Personal Income

Total labor income

Wages and salaries _/

From business, total

Extractive

Manufacturing

Space and related

Trade

Services

Contract construction

Transportation

Utilities

F.I.R.E.

From government, total

Local

University

Other state

Federal

From households

Total property income

Personal interest income

Rental income of persons

Dividend income of persoas

Net income of unincorporated
firms

TOTAL CURRENTLY EARNED INCOME

Total transfers

Government transfers

Unemployment compensation

Social security benefits

Old age benefits

Welfare payments

Total

$119,709,259

119,709,259

78,619,502

626,170

13,741,700

3,258,532

11,167,802

37,386,365

2,504,465

1,439,139

3,797,485

4,697,844

40,204,016

7,021,428

19,472,129

193,000

13,517,459

885,741

35,533,707

1,621,437

11,140,732

3,474,304

19,297,234

155,242,966

27,840,502

11,911,316

398,840

3,810,338

881,581

367,450

Source of income

l,nside ,Boulde_ Qutside Boulder

$ 88,766,161 $ 30,943,098

88,766,161 30,943,098

47,676,404 30,943,098

40,204,016

7,021,428

19,472,129

193,000

13,517,459

885,741

30,740,946

967,916

9,777,813

732,886

19,262,331

119,507,107

2,382,611

1,647,871

398,840

881,581

367,450

4,792,761

653,521

1,362,919

2,741,418

34,903

35,735,859

25,457,891

10,263,445

3,810,338

" (continued)
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Boulder Area rersonal Income

Government transfers (cont.)

Workmen' s compensation

Veterans ' payments

Educational assistance

Military retirement benefits

Other (PERA, TIAA, etc.)

Private pensions

Business transfers in bad

debt losses

Personal transfers (net gifts)

PERSONAL [NCe_ (NET)

Plus : Imputed rental income

Imputed personal interest

Business transfers to non-

profit institutions

EQUALS PERSONAL INCO_ (GROSS)

Less: Personal tax and non-tax

payments

EQUALS DISPOSABLE PERSONAL INCOME
(GROSS)

_llocation of personal Income

Consumption expenditures by house-
holds

Net purchases from business

Durables

Non-durables

Services

Net purchases from "rest-of-

the-world"

Durables

Non-durables

Total

$ 234,280

334,979

3,300,342

1,207,436

1,376,070

152,897

1,328,728

14,447,561

183,083,468

10,220,028

4,009,714

684,481

197,997,691

19,847,229

178,150,462

Total

$141,322.584

121,586,483

17,727,927

60,281,453

43,577,103

14,742,197

4,156,695

6,004,482

Source of income

Inside Boulder Outside Boulder

$ 234,280

334,979

3,300,342

1,207,436

1,376,070

152,897

734,740

121,889,718

10,220,028

4,009,714

593,988

14,447,561

61,193,750

204,504

136,323,964

479,977

61,673,727

720,808 19,126,421

135,603,156 42,547,306

...... A .... ' -

,Locatio_n of_,,expen,ditu_e, recipient,

Xpsid e Boulder Outside_Boulder

$125,237,145

121,586,483

17,727,927

60,281,453

43,577,103

$ 16,085,439

14,742,197

4,156,695

6,004,482

(continued)
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Allocation of Personal Income

Services

Purchases of direct services

of households

Compensation of employees

Interest paid

Personal saving including net

contractual savings

Actual consumer expenditure and

saving

Imputed consumption expendi-

tures for services _/

Imputed net rental payments

on owner-occupied dwell-

ings

Imputed factor payments to
financial intermediaries

Consumption expenditures by

non-profit institutions

Gross personal consumption ex-

penditures and personal sav-

ing

Total

$ 4,581,020

4,993,904

900,559

4,093,345

21,913,655

163,236,239
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Location of expenditure recipient
Inside Boulder Outside Boulder

$ 4,581,020

3,650,662 1,343,242

885,741 14,818

2,764,921 1,328,424

14,914,223 14,434,246 479,977

10,220,028 10,220,028

4,009,714 4,009,714

684,481 204,504

178,150,462

479,977

k/Includes wages and salaries gross of personal tax and non-tax liabilities

but net of all retirement taxes, including employee and employer soclal insurance

contributions. Other supplementary labor income is included in Personal Income,

but aggregated with wages and salaries.

R/See Appendix II-I for a discussion of imputed income and expenditures.
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(5) profits of unincorporated firms. In all instances the situs problem is

handled by including income from these sources for all persons who live in

Boulder irrespective of the source of payment. These categories of earned income

are also shown in Table VIII-I by geographical source.

Transfer payments included in Personal Income are divided into government,

business, private pension, and personal transfers. Government transfers include

a miscellaneous "other" category, comprised of such items as interest payments

on government bonds and retirement income from trust funds such as Teachers' In-

surance and Annuity Association (financed in Boulder by University trust fund

payments), and the Public Employees' Retirement Fund. Following the national ac-

counts convention, interest paid to persons by private firms is treated as earned

income, while interest paid by the public sector is treated as a form of transfer

payment. Private pension receipts are handled separately and are not treated as

a business transfer because they represented a factor cost to business firms at

the time the pension fund contribution was made. Since this contribution is not

included in the wage supplements shown in Table VIII-l, the proceeds of the pen-

sion funds must later be included in Personal Income.

The only business transfer included in Net Personal Income is bad debt

loss, although business transfers in the form of charitable contributions are

later added to the estimates of Gross Personal Income. Finally, personal trans-

fers in the form of net gifts to Boulder residents are added to complete the

construction of Personal Income. Gross Personal Income, which is the Personal

Income account to be used subsequently, is computed by adding to Net Personal In-

come the business transfer of charitable contributions and two items of imputed
2/

income, rents and interest.-

The next step in Table VIII-I involved the subtraction of personal tax and

non-tax payments from the Gross Personal Income total to obtain Disposable Per-

sonal Income. This is the level of current income available to households to

finance current consumption expenditures. _/

_/For a discussion of the techniques used in estimating the imputed income

and expenditure items, see Appendix II-I.

_/Consumer expenditures were estimated from the household survey. The im-

puted expenditure items were derived from the household and business surveys. The

consumption and savings behavior of non-profit institutions, the last items used

to estimate gross consumption expenditures and savings from net consumption ex-

penditures and savings, was based largely on the business survey.
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Area income -- The next income account estimated in this first set of basic

accounts corresponds to what is called "National Income" at the national level and

is referred to here as Area Income. It is derived in the first instance from Per-

sonal Income, but represents a different income concept, l_ereas Personal Income

measures the level of income flows accruing to area residents, regardless of the

nature (earned or transfer income) or geographical source (inside or outside

Boulder) of this income, Area Income measures the level of income flows associated

with the level of productive activity inside Boulder in 1963. Boulder Area In-

come is the total income earned by the productive factors employed in Boulder.

As such it excludes, of course, all forms of government, business, and personal

transfers included in Personal Income, and it includes the gross receipts of all

productive factors employed in Boulder before personal and corporate income taxes

and retirement contributions are paid. Likewise, while Personal Income includes

only that part of corporate profits paid to shareholders as dividends, Area In-

come includes total corporate profits earned in Boulder operations, i.e., corpo-

rate income taxes and corporate retained earnings as well as dividends. Also,

Personal Income excludes both employee and employer retirement tax contributions

while Area Income includes both items since they represent factor earnings from

the point of view of the employee, and factor costs from the point of view of the

employer.

The calculations in Table VIII-2 describe the derivation of Area Income from

Personal Income. In summary, Personal Income was modified as follows to construct

Area Income. Because all retirement taxes and contributions were excluded from

Personal Income, they were added to Personal Income in the estimation of Area

Income because: (i) employee contributions are paid out of current wage and

salary receipts, and (2) employer contributions represent a factor cost.

From the data obtained in the business survey, a corporate profit total was

computed. There is considerable variation in the treatment of corporate profits

in regional studies, according to whether the corporation is a branch of an "out-

side" corporation or a locally-based business activity. In this study, the cor-

poration is treated as a single, local entity to get around the situs problem.

Montgomery Ward, for example, has a branch retail store in Boulder which includes

a catalogue department. For the Area Income account profits associated with the

local operation were calculated from the cost and revenue data gathered in the

business survey. _4hile this procedure would not necessarily be optimal for some

purposes, e.g. explaining the investment behavior of establishments in Boulder,

it is the best procedure for showing their contribution to Area Income and Gross
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BOULDERAREAINCOME
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Boulder Area Personal Income (Gross)

Plus:

Plus:

Plus:

Less:

Less:

Plus:

Less:

Plus:

Less :

Plus:

Less:

Less:

Less:

Less:

Less:

Plus:

All retirement taxes paid by resident

employees and employers to all public

and private pension plans

Retained earnings of Boulder area

corporations

Income tax liability of Boulder area

corporations

Dividends from non-local corporations

All unincorporated income received

from non-local unincorporated firms

Net income of unincorporated local

firms accruing to in-commuters

Rental income to Boulder area resi-

dents from property located outside

Boulder area

Rental income to non-residents from

property located inside Boulder area

Interest income to Boulder area resi-

dents from outside Boulder

Interest income to non-residents

from Boulder area

Net personal gifts to Boulder area
residents

Government transfer payments to

Boulder area residents

Business transfers to Boulder area

residents (bad debt losses, chari-

table contributions)

Private pensions

Out-commuter labor income

In-commuter labor income (business,

households and government)

Boulder Area Income

$197,997,691

2,741,418

34,903

6,130,339

3,833,554

4,284,052

240,186

1,362,919

653,521

14,447,561

11,911,316

1,465,577

3,601,363

2,013,209

152,897

50,943,098

9,838,809

$163,130,729
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Area Product. Thus, retained earnings and corporate income tax liabilities asso-

ciated with the local operations of all corporations doing business in Boulder

were added to Personal Income. Dividends received from non-local corporations

were deducted, since the productive activity of outside corporations generates

income in other areas.

The same situs procedure was used for unincorporated establishments. Al-

though there was no problem of allocating retained earnings, dividends, and cor-

porate income taxes for such establishments, a decision had to be made about how

to handle local branches of regional, unincorporated companies. From the busi-

ness survey a net profit statement was calculated for each unincorporated firm

operating in Boulder, whether it was the main office or a branch. This profit

represented the contribution of the establishment to Area Income. The profit of

unincorporated businesses whose owners live in Boulder was, of course, measured

in the household survey and therefore included in Personal Income. Thus two

corrections were necessary to obtain Area Income. First, the profits of busi-

nesses located outside the study area whose owners live in Boulder were deducted

from Personal Income. Secondly, the profits of unincorporated businesses located

in Boulder whose owners live elsewhere were added to Personal Income.

The same kinds of adjustments were required for other forms of property in-

come. Rental income to Boulder residents from property owned outside the study

area was deducted, and rental income on Boulder property accruing to non-resldents

was added. Similarly, interest income to Boulder residents from outside sources

was subtracted, and interest income paid to non-residents by Boulder sources was

added._/

Personal transfers, from within or outside the area, are not relevant to the

concept of earned factor income. Therefore net personal gifts to Boulder resi-

dents were deducted from Personal Income. At the same time, government and busi-

ness transfers and private pensions, since they did not constitute current factor

earnings, were also excluded in the calculation of Area Income.

One other important adjustment completed the estimation of Area Income from

the Personal Income base; this related to labor income, the single most important

component of both Personal Income and Area Income. The labor income of Boulder

A/
='This last adjustment was made primarily in the interest of maintaining

consistency in the Area Income account. Since it is a small item, it could easily

have been ignored without substantial effect on Area Income.
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residents for work performed outside the study area was deducted, since this pro-

ductive contribution accrued to another region's Area Income. By the same token,

the earnings of in-commuters, persons who work in Boulder but who live elsewhere

and who were thus excluded from the household questionnaire, were added to Per-

sonal Income to complete the Area Income account.

Gross Area Product and Net Area Product -- At this point the first set of

basic regional accounts is in one sense half,my complete. The ordinary flows of

income -- disposable, personal, and area -- have been defined and measured.

Still missing from this network of accounts, however, is a direct measure of the

1963 flow of product, as opposed to the flow of income, in Boulder. To estimate

this we must turn to the productive activity which gave rise to the income flows

in the first instance. Rather than measure income associated with a specified

level of economic activity, it is necessary to define and measure the productive

activity itself as reflected in the value of the goods and services produced dur-

ing a specified period of time, in this study calendar 1963.

It is possible, of course, to measure the level of productive activity di-

rectly by counting the goods and services produced and summing their dollar value.

Following the practice used in estimating the national (and other regional) ac-

counts, goods and services will be divided into four basic classes: (1) goods

designed for consumption by households, usually during the accounting period but

sometimes lasting for a longer time, e.g., autos; (2) investment or capital

goods, designed to be used by business establishments in the production of other

goods and services; (3) public goods purchased by units of government, and (4)

goods and services sold to and purchased from the "rest-of-the-world." The last

calculation permits deduction of the value of imported goods from the product of

the Boulder area. The latter, of course, includes goods and services produced

locally and sold outside the area.

If the dollar value of the goods and services produced locally in 1963 is

sunned, the total corresponds to Gross National Product in the national income

accounts. In this study it is referred to as Gross Area Product -- the dollar

value of all final goods and services produced in Boulder in 1963. _/

_/The components of Gross Area Product are usually found by measuring ex-

penditures by the various sectors of the economy for goods and services: house-

hold consumption, business investment, government expenditures for goods and ser-

vices, and net foreign investment.
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= + G + X - M, where C represents Boulder expendi-It is defined as GAP C + Ig

tures for personal consumption, I represents gross investment expenditures in
g

Boulder,_/G- represents total government expenditures in Boulder (not including

transfer payments), X equals exports of goods and services to, and M represents

imports from, the "rest-of-the-world." If the amount of plant and equipment used

up in the productive process by Boulder businesses is deducted from gross private

domestic investment the result is net private domestic investment. This repre-

sents net additions to capital plant, or capital formation, in 1963. When the

value of capital plant used up in producing goods and services (called capital

consumption) is deducted from the Gross Area Product, the remainder equals Net

Area Product, which represents the net output of the regional economy during

1963. The components of Net Area Product are C + I + G + X - M, the same terms

used in Gross Area Product except that private domestic investment is measured

ne_.._trather than gross.

It is also possible to estimate Gross and Net Area Product by another method.

The relationship between the area's income flows on the one hand and the area's

product flows on the other is given in Table VIII-3. This table shows how the

area's product flows can be calculated from income flows plus additional data,

with no reference to sector expenditures.

If Net Area Product represents current consumption, net investment and gov-

ernment goods and services at market prices, it is clear that the factor costs

defined in Area Income will be included in the determination of these market

prices. Indeed, if factor earnings only were reflected in market prices, Area

Income and Net Area Product would be equal. Some non-factor costs are included

in these prices, however. The most important are sales, excise and property

taxes levied by various units of government. Because these taxes are levied on

commodities rather than incomes, the market prices of commodities must reflect

7/
indirect business taxes.--

_/See Table Vlll-7 for a detailed account of the components of gross private

domestic investment.

!/Indirect business taxes and non-tax accruals at the state and local levels

of government include the following: sales taxes (general, gasoline, liquor and

tobacco), motor vehicle licenses, property taxes, gross receipts taxes, franchise

taxes, licenses, permits, severance taxes, documentary and stock transfer taxes.

Non-tax payments at the state and local levels consist mainly of charges for gov-

ernment products and services not accounted for under government enterprises

(including rents and royalties), fines and penalties, special assessments, and
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TABLE VIII-3

GROSS AREA PRODUCT AND NET AP_A PRODUCT

(derived from Area Income)

Boulder Area Income

Plus: Indirect business taxes

Plus: Business transfers

Statistical discrepancy $ -3,432,682 _/

Net Area Product

Plus: Capital consumption allowances

Gross Area Product 178,325,957

$163,130,729

7,051,656

2,013,209

168,762,912

9,563,045

h/Data problems in the construction of Area Income make this statistical

discrepancy differ from the statistical discrepancy in Table VIII-7.
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TABLEVIII-4

GROSSAREAPRODUCT
(derived from expenditures by sector)

Consumption expenditures

Non-durables

Services

Durables

Gross investment expenditures, domestic

Residential construction

Business plant construction l

Business durable equipment J

Inventory change

Government expenditures for goods and
services

Local

University of Colorado

State (not including University)

Federal

"Rest-of-the-world": Net exports of goods

and services on private account

Exports

Imports

Gross Area Product

$135,816,225

36,007,841

70,300,481

-63,798,590

178,325,957

$ 67,336,427

48,677,102

19,802,696

10,874,908

18,037,753

7,095,180

10,416,268

26,396,586

1,215,700

32,271,927

54,685,907

118,484,497
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Indirect business taxes are non-factor costs which must be recovered by

sellers in their final market prices, along with factor costs, if they are to

remain in business. Other non-factor costs which must be added to market prices

are the transfer payments made by business firms. In this study we have identi-

fied two kinds of business transfer payments: (I) charitable contributions by

business firms, and (2) bad debt losses. _/

In Table VIII-3 indirect business taxes and the two categories of business

transfers discussed above are added to Area Income. A third item, statistical

discrepancy, results from reconciliation of the indirect estimates of Gross Area

Product and Net Area Product from Area Income and the direct estimates from sec-

9/
tot expenditures.-

The final expansion is from Net Area Product to Gross Area Product, which

is accomplished by addition of capital consumption allowances. A measure of capi-

tal consumption allowances is necessary to distinguish between total business ex-

penditures for new plant and equipment and that part of new plant and equipment

which represents net addition to capital stock. Capital consumption allowances

are composed of three items: (I) depreciation allowances by businesses which

approximate capital used up in production, (2) accidental destruction of capital

equipment through acts of God, and (3) capital expenditures charged to current

account. The depreciation component comprises the largest part of capital con-

sumption allowances.

At this point, a set of five basic income-product accounts has been con-

structed, based upon the income flow data included in Area Income. The product

donations. At the federal level, indirect business tax and non-tax accruals in-

clude: excise taxes (liquor, tobacco and other), customs duties, capital stock

taxes, and non-tax payments. Non-tax payments consist mainly of charges for gov-

ernment products and services not accounted for under government enterprises (in-

cluding rents and royalties), fines and penalties. Receipts from the sale of

surplus property are not included. Cf. U. S. Department of _erce, Su_.___._of

Current Business, Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, July, 1964.

R/
_'Private pension contributions are treated as a factor cost and thus in-

cluded in Area Income; thus only charitable contributions and bad debt losses

are considered here as business transfers.

_/One other item -- subsidies minus the current surplus of government enter-

prises -- is customarily added in the estimation of Net Area Product. In the pre-

sent study it was assumed to be zero because of data problems; it is always a

small item, and does not substantially affect the account totals
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accounts, however, have been constructed indirectly from the various income flows.

In Table VIII-4, the product flows are measured directly, estimating Gross Area

Product from the expenditure side. From here on, it is a simple matter to con-

struct Net Area Product, and the three income flows, by merely reversing proce-

dures.

Household consumption expenditures are classified according to the nature of

the con_nodity purchased: non-durable goods, durable goods, and services. This

consumption total differs from that shown in Table VIII-I. In that table the to-

tal consumption figure represents expenditures on consumer goods (and services)

by resident households, both inside and outside Boulder. Table VIII-4, however,

measures total sales of consumer goods (and services) to the Boulder area resi-

dents only. Sales of consumer goods and services produced in Boulder, but sold

outside, are included in exports.

Gross investment expenditures are measured on the basis of four kinds of

activity. Following the procedures of the national income accounts, homeowners

are treated as business establishments in the analysis of residential construc-

tion expenditures. That is, purchases of new homes and additions and alterations
I0/

of older homes are treated as investment rather than consumption expenditures._

The other categories of investment expenditure represent the construction

of physical facilities for business operations, purchases of durable equipment

by businesses, and changes in the stocks of business inventories in 1963. In-

ventory change includes the net addition or depletion of finished goods ready

for final sale, as well as changes in the stock of goods in process. This study

does not include an inventory valuation adjustment, which is an attempt to mea-

sure the impact of changes in the price level on the value of inventories.

Current expenditures of government for goods and services represent the a-

mount of Boulder area product used by the public sector. They do not, of course,

measure the total impact of government spending because they do not include gov-

ernment transfer payments. They are "exhaustive" expenditures of government in

the sense that goods and services used by the public sector are not available

for use by the private sector. On the other hand, the "non-exhaustive" expendi-

tures of government, i.e., transfer payments, do not represent an allocation of

resources to government but are a device for financing part of private sector

10==/Correspondingly, principal payments on home mortgages are treated as a

form of personal savings.
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expenditures. While exhaustive expenditures by government reallocate resources

from the private to the public sector, non-exhaustive expenditures reallocate

resources within the private sector.

Finally, to avoid double counting and to measure the magnitude of product

flows between Boulder and the "rest-of-the-world," a net export total is required.

Because many of the materials which go into final sales in Boulder are imported,

it is essential that imports be deducted from the value of total sales if an ac-

curate statement of Boulder area product is to be derived. Intermediate trans-

actions among Boulder firms are deducted in the calculation of area product by

considering only final goods and services produced, and it is necessary to de-

duct intermediate goods and services imported from outside Boulder since their

value is included in final sales prices. In 1963, the import total was only par-

tially offset by the export of intermediate and finished goods and services by

Boulder establishments. For many small, economic areas, the net export balance

is usually negative as in the case of Boulder.

Table VIII-5 presents a more detailed summary of consumer expenditures in-

cluded in Gross Area Product than was given in Table VIII-4, and Net Area Product

is given in Table Vlll-6. To obtain Net Area Product capital consumption allow-

ances are charged against gross investment; that is, Net Area Product differs

from Gross Area Product by capital consumption allowance. The statistical dis-

crepancy in Table VIII-3 reconciles the difference between Gross Area Product

measured directly from expenditure totals and indirectly from income flows.

Aggregate Analysis of the Basic Accounts by Sectors

Income originating (value added) by aggregate sectors: Consolidated area

business income and product accounts -- Thus far a set of basic accounts has

been formulated. These are built up from Disposable Personal Income to Gross Area

Product, and they portray the income (receipt) and product (expenditure) flows

reflecting aggregate economic activity in the Boulder area in 1963. In the GAP

account, expenditures by the economy's four sectors -- household, public, busi-

ness, and "rest-of-the-world" -- were aggregated to measure the total flow of

goods and services. This form of the account, however, did not include an analy-

sis of the income originating in or value added by sector to produce a Gross Area

Product of $178 million and an Area Income of $163 million. To do this it is

necessary to simulate the processes by which the various sectors organized inputs

-- factors of production -- to turn out their products and services.
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CONSUMER EXPENDITURES BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR
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Autos, new

Autos, used

Parts and repairs

Service stations

Eating and drinking

Food stores

General merchandise

Apparel and accessories

New furniture

Used furniture

Lumber

Other retail

Wholesale

Medical services

Tuition services

Other services

Contract construction

Transportation

Utilities

Rentals

Household

FIRE - service charges

FIRE - life insurance

FIP_ - casualty insurance

FIRE - old house

FIRE - re service charges

FIRE - interest on loans

Net purchases from businesses

Plus: Imputed expenditures

Gross local consumption expenditures

$ 8,705,498

3,339,387

1,435,852

4,561,176

6,392,247

15,413,787

5,057,963

3,276,886

3,592,454

122,271

1,641,069

6,896,270

390,432

3,424,150

5,729,675

6,902,328

10,843,954

1,884,557

4,777,042

7,097,809

848,291

285,007

3,089,598

2,503,634

9,163,310

356,065

3,855,772

121,586,483

14,229,742

135,816,225
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NET AREA PRODUCT
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Consumpt ion expenditures

Durables

Non-durables

Services

Imputed

Net investment expenditures,
dome stic

Residential construction

Business plant construction

and business durable equip-
ment

Less CCA

Net investment in business

plant and equipment

Inventory change

Government expenditures for goods

and services

Lo ca I

University of Colorado

State (not University)

Federal

"Rest-of-the-world": .Net exports

of goods and services on

private account

Exports

Imports

NET AREA PRODUCT

$135,816,225

26,444,796

70,300,481

-63,798,590

168,762,912

$ 17,727,927

60,281,453

43,577,103

14,229,742

10,874,908

8,474,708

7,095,180

10,416,268

26,396,586

1,215,700

32,271,927

54,685,907

118,484,497

$ 18,037,753

9,563,045
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Table VIII-7, labeled Consolidated Area Business Income and Product Account,

identifies the basic role of Boulder business establishments in the income (pro-

duct) creating activity of the local economy. Because businesses represent the

primary method of organizing economic activity, it is no surprise that the great-

er part of income (product) originates in the productive operations of business

firms or establishments.

In Table VIII-7, Parts IA through IE, the various inputs of Boulder area

establishments are tabulated, and their total indicates income (product) originat-

ing in the business sector. In this treatment the value added by wage and salary

earners is attributed to the business sector while in the initial input-output

table of Part I the value added by households is separated from the processing

sector.

As the Consolidated Area Business Income and Product Account is developed,

a distinction will be made between that part of business product which generates

income accruing to local factors, and that part which accrues to non-local fac-

tors. This will sharpen the distinction between earned income in the Personal

Income account, and earned income of local factors in the business account.

Further Refinements of the Area Income Analysis

At this point it might be useful to review the differences between National

Income and Area Income. National Income represents the aggregate earnings of

labor and property (measured in terms of factor costs) resulting from current

production. The factors of production are all the labor and property resources

contributing to production inside the Nation, whether those resources are owned

domestically or abroad. A distinction between factor incomes accruing to owners

abroad and those accruing to residents is not necessary because the former ac-

count for a very small percentage of total factor incomes.

In the case of a region, however, the significant role of non-local factors

in producing the region's output requires a distinction between locally-owned

resources and resources owned outside the region, and their respective factor in-

comes. Let the aggregate of all incomes accruing to locally-owned factors be re-

ferred to as Net Area Income originatin_ in the business sector, and the aggre-

gate of all factor incomes as Area Income originating in the business sector.

Now consider how the various items in the business income and product account can

be separated into factor incomes accruing locally and factor incomes accruing

outside the region (as shown in Table VIII-7). The total income originating In

the business sector is larger than ne_.__tincome originating in the business sector
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by the amount of factors used in local production but living (in the case of la-

bor) or owned (in the case of property) outside the area.

Compensation of employees is divided according to whether the employee is a

resident or an in-commuter. Since a measure of the excess of accruals over dis-

bursements was not obtainable for Boulder, compensation of employees can only be

broken down into wages and salaries and supplements.

In Table VIII-7, the income of unincorporated businesses is divided accord-

ing to the geographical location of the main office but the entire amount is treat-

ed as a contribution to Area Income. Income of an unincorporated enterprise is

considered part of Net Area Income if the main office is located within the local
• ii/

region; otherwise it is considered as factor income accruing outside the reglon.--

Applying the above criterion to the profits of corporate enterprises, how-

ever, involves several difficulties. First, many corporations serve relatively

large market areas -- in most cases extending across state boundaries, and in many

cases extending across the Nation. Thus the investment decisions of corporate

managers may be expected to have little relationship to the location of the main

office.

Because of the difficulties in assigning a "place of residence" to a cor-

poration, the components of corporate profits for corporations having widespread

markets are assigned as follows:

(i) Since the corporate tax liability accrues to the Federal government,

this is considered to be a payment outside the region.

(2) Corporate dividends are separated, some going to factors inside the

region, and the rest to factors outside.

(3) Undistributed profits are considered as accruing to factors outside the

ion 12/reg ._

ill/This convention was adopted because the nature of capital transactions and

their relation to a local region often depends on whether or not the proceeds of

the business are controlled by interests residing in the region. A locally-owned

single proprietorship is likely to allocate most of its new investment to expan-

sion of capacity in the local region or an in_ediately adjoining area. This is

typically the case when the business has a limited market area, as do many single

proprietorships, although some larger establishments of this kind invest in large

population centers in the general proximity of the local region as they gradual-

ly expand their markets.

l--2/The corporate establishment itself is considered to be an agency outside

the local region even though it has facilities inside the region, except in the

case of corporations with headquarters in Boulder. This view is consistent with

the exogenous nature (i.e. exogenous with respect to investment in the region) of

large corporations discussed above. Smaller corporations whose markets are pre-

dominantly local can be handled in the same way as unincorporated enterprises;
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Rental payments by firms is not the same as the net rental income of per-

sons in Personal Income. It does not include the component of rental income

earned by area residents from property outside the region, and it includes rental

income originating inside the region but accruing to outside owners. An alter-

native treatment of rents, involving further disaggregation, is discussed in

Appendix II-II.

Since the objective is to determine actual production and income generated

by all businesses inside the region, it might be better to exclude imputed rents_

and include them as part of area product (added by the household sector). In

fact, it is largely a matter of indifference whether net rental income is con-

sidered as part of income (product) generated in the household sector or in the

business sector. Since a large part of rental property is owned by individual

households, and is an additional source of income, a case can be made for assign-

ing value added from the rental services of property to the household sector.

This can be done for most net rental income as defined in Personal Income. There

are other types of rent, however, that cannot be considered in this way. These

include rents paid by businesses to residents for property used strictly for

business purposes, and rents from either businesses or residents for property

owned outside the region. The recipients of these rents are engaged in rendering

business services rather than providing household services.

Finally, consider net interest and net dividends. In the business account

all inter-business interest and dividend payments cancel out in the process of

consolidation leaving only net payments to persons, government, and to the "rest-

of-the-world." These net payments were determined as the residual of total in-

terest or dividend payments made by all businesses minus the total interest or

dividends received by all businesses. Net dividends have been divided into those

accruing to local residents and those accruing to the "rest-of-the-world" using

13/ Alter-the same ratio which divided gross dividends into the two categories.-

natively, net dividend payments can be determined for the household sector and

that is, assign all profits except dividend payments accruing to non-local fac-

tors and corporate tax liability as part of Net Area Income. Inventory valuation

adjustment is ignored because of its relative unimportance and the difficulties

of estimation.

l-_3/Net dividends and net interest can be separated into three categories:

(i) payments accruing to persons, (2) payments accruing to non-residents, and

(3) payments accruing to government. In fact, given the data, item (3) could

have been subdivided into four more categories corresponding to the four levels of

government defined in this study. However, the business data were not sufficient-

ly detailed to permit a finer breakdown than local payments and non-local payments.
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the "rest-of-the-world" sector separately. Net payments to "rest-of-the-world"

are total payments by businesses to persons, business establishments, or govern-

ment agencies, outside the region minus total dividends received from businesses

outside the region. Net payments to the household sector equal the residual of

total payments by businesses to sources inside the region, and total receipts by

businesses from persons, government agencies, and other businesses inside the re-

gion. In this case, the inter-business money flows cancel out in the consolida-

tion. Net payments to local government agencies were computed directly from data

obtained in the survey of government agencies.

It is useful to know the distribution of gross dividend payments between the

household sector and the "rest-of-the-world" sector as well as the net payments

to each. Therefore, in Table VIII-7 the following breakdown has been employed:

Gross Dividend Payments

i) To the local region

2) To non-residents

Less: Inter-business dividend payments

Equals: Net dividend payments

I) To the local region

2) To non-residents

The net interest item in the business account involves further difficulties

because of the "special" nature of financial intermediaries. In the case of

commercial banks and investment trusts, actual interest paid to depositors must

be added to the imputed interest item developed in Personal Income to obtain

gross interest payments. This is so because the interest income deriving from a

bank's deposits accrues to the depositors, not the bank. But since the banks

actually receive the same amount in interest receipts (as interest from loans)

14/
their net interest income is zero.-

Next, on the credit side of the business account, gross interest payments are

included as sales of services to depositors. If the depositors are other busi-

ness firms, the service charges net out in the consolidated account. If the

depositors are persons, this item is considered as consumer expenditures for

i__4/All property income is considered to be part of gross interest receipts

in the national accounts. This includes net dividends received and net rental

income as well as gross interest. Also, imputed interest is defined as property

income minus interest paid to depositors. Thus, since all property income is

considered to be paid to depositors as imputed interest, the net interest pay-

ment is zero.
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financial services. Finally, current account purchases from other firms must be

deducted from service charges to obtain value added by financial intermediaries.

This treatment of financial intermediaries is illustrated in Table VIII-8.

TABLE VIII-8

IMPUTED INTEREST IN NATIONAL ACCOUNTS

Wages paid 50

Net interest paid

Monetary interest paid

on deposits 5

Imputed interest paid

on deposits 95

Less: Monetary interest I00
received

Profit 30

Income originating 80

Service charge receipts 105

Monetary i0

Imputed 95

Less: Current account purchases

from other firms 25

Product originating 80

Source: National Income, U. S. Department of Commerce (1954), p. 47.

Thus, for banks and similar financial intermediaries the net interest pay-

ments (Table VIII-7) is zero. Of course, imputed interest payments minus mone-

tary interest payments are a part of value added by households. Also, interest

payments from persons to financial intermediaries are counted as part of person-

al interest; hence, the gross interest payments by financial intermediaries are

eventually counted as part of Gross Area Product generated by households. In

the business sector, however, the only value added consists of wages and profits.

Consider next two other types of financial intermediaries -- life insurance

companies, and mutual financial intermediaries. First, all transactions in-

volving claims and premiums are disregarded. Then the property income which is
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withheld to the account of policyholders is treated as if it were actually dis-

bursed in the current period and thus becomes part of imputed interest. Finally,

the companies are regarded as explicitly charging policyholders for their ser-

vices, as measured by operating expenses. An imputation equal to these expenses

is entered in the business account under sales to persons. Table VIII-9 illus-

trates the treatment of mutual life insurance companies:

TABLE VIII-9

IMPUTED INTEREST FROM MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANIES

Wages 200

Cost purchases 400

Interest 800

Value added to Gross Area

Income 60O

Interest 800

Sales 600

Value added to Gross Area

Product 6OO

Source: National Income, U. S. Department of Commerce (1954), p. 48.

The net interest component of value added is zero and value added includes wages

plus the cost of intermediate materials from other sources (including business

sources). Of course, as in the case of banks, the imputed interest item will be

included as part of value added in the household sector. Thus all net interest

payments (Table Vlll-7) consist of net payments made directly by businesses to

persons, government and "rest-of-the-world." As in the case of dividends, the

allocation may be made as follows:

Gross Interest Payments

i) To the local region

2) To non-residents
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Less: Inter-business interest payments

Equals: Net interest payments

I) Net interest payments to the local region (to local government and

to residents)

2) Net interest payments to non-residents

Net Area Income and Area Income: A Summary

This section has described a method for determining the distribution of Area

Income among the factors of production inside the region and outside. A criter-

ion has been suggested for the allocation of profits to factors inside the region

and to outside factors -- a criterion that ties investment decisions closely to

business activity in the region. The business sector can be divided into two

categories -- activities endogenous to the region, and exogenous establishments.

This division may be used in calculating a "leakage ratio" defined as

1 - the sum of local factor payments

aggregate business output in the region

This would describe the distribution of income among local factors, factors out-

side the region, and non-factor charges as a ratio determined by establishments

which are likely to be instrumental in producing the multiplier effects of an

exogenous change in aggregate expenditure.

In addition to classifying firms according to their potential for future in-

vestment, a classification according to the dependency of their products on ag-

gregate consumer demand in the region might be helpful in estimating a leakage

coefficient. A comparison of the investments of all local branches of non-local

firms and their retained earnings would also be worthwhile in determining the

impact of space and space-related spending on the rest of the local economy; that

is, such a comparison justifies the disaggregation of corporate as well as non-

corporate profits according to whether the firms are locally-owned or not.

Finally, the distribution of all factor incomes between local and non-local recip-

ients is necessary for development of the "rest-of-the-world" account to be

described subsequently.

Non-Factor Char_es Against Business Product

The last five items (Part I, Table VIII-7) apply concepts employed in national

accounts regionally with little modification. Indirect business tax and non-tax
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liabilities were estimated directly from the business and household survey data.

Business transfer payments include consumer bad debts and gifts to non-profit

institutions, but not payments from private retirement funds since these are

already in Area Income and are treated as factor costs. Gifts to non-profit

institutions are divided into gifts to resident institutions and gifts to insti-

tutions outside the region. Subsidies minus current surplus of government enter-

15/ Capital consumption allowances are estimatedprises are assumed to equal zero.-

on the basis of depreciation charges obtained in the business survey. Finally,

the statistical discrepancy is computed as the difference between total gross pro-

duct on the credit side of the account and total factor and non-factor charges.

Current Business Product

Part I of Table VIII-7 shows the estimates of income originating (value

added) activity in the Boulder business sector and also identifies the non-factor

charges included in Gross Area Business Product. Part II of the table lists the

sources of current business product in 1963.

Two characteristics of Gross Area Business Product should be mentioned.

First, the consolidated net sales refer to final goods, but including intermed-

iate purchases from abroad. Thus a specific correction for intermediate goods

imported from the "rest-of-the-world" is necessary. Secondly, total income

originating in the business sector is less than Area Income by the amount of

value added by households and government.

Table VIII-IO identifies income originating in the public sector. The com-

pensation of employees represents the value added by government, since purchases

from local firms is included in income originating activity of the business sec-

tor. Table VIII-10 differs from the national tables in several respects, the

primary difference being the inclusion of an "other income" category made neces-

sary by our inability to single out the operations of all public enterprises.

Also the regional table requires an inter-governmental transfer item not included

in the national tables.

Value added by households amounts to $4,993,904. This income originating

activity, shown in Table VIII-l, represents the purchases of direct services by

15/
_--Government subsidies to business include farm subsidies and other mone-

tary grants to business. The sum of such subsidies is small for the Boulder

area.
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households, and includes compensation of employees hired by households and inter-

est paid by households.

Tables VIII-II and VIII-12 complete the formal accounts. Appendix II-III

explains the derivation of the gross savings and investment account, including a

statement on the modified form of the "rest-of-the-world" account used in this

study.
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CONSOLIDATEDGOVERNMENTRECEIPTSANDEXPENDITURESACCOUNT
BOULDERAREA,1963
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Purchases of goods and
services

Compensationof employ-
ees, including supple-
ments (equals income
originating in public
sector )

Net purchases from lo-
cal business firms

Net purchases from non-
local business firms

Transfer payments

Total expenditures

Deficit

$ 98,799,718

46,925,956

23,374,525

28,499,237

11,911,316

110,711,034

1,797,295

Sources

Property taxes

Sales taxes

Personal and corpor-

ate income taxes

Other taxes _/

Non-tax receipts

Tuition

c/
Other income-

Inter-governmental

transfers

Total receipts

$ 6,397,931

1,732,131

18,337,090

9,675,690

2,174,552

6,003,377

36,275,952

28,317,016

108,913,739

_'Net/ interest paid and subsidies minus current surplus of government enter-

prises are not separately identifiable.

_/Includes social insurance contributions.

/
E'Includes sales of public enterprises, contractual income, income from

operations, etc.
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TABLE VIII-II

GROSS SAVING AND INVESTMENT ACCOUNT

GROSS SAVINGS

Gross business saving

Undistributed corporate profits

Net contributions into private pension funds

Capital consumption allowances

Gross personal saving net of public expendi-

tures

Personal saving

Less: Purchases from government

Tuition payments

Imputed rental income

Surplus of local government on current account

Total receipts from the area

Total taxes from the area

Operating income

Inter-governmental transfers

Tuition payments

Less: Total expenditures

Expenditures on current account in

the area

In-cosnuuter wages on current account

Transfer payments to the area

Statistical discrepancy

L_ss: Net flow of funds from exogenous

sectors

GROSS REGIONAL SAVING

GROSS INVESTMENTS

Business investment

Investment expenditures by business

Residential construction

Change in inventories

Gover1%ment investment

Investment expenditures from business

Wage_ and salaries on capital account

GROSS REGIONAL INVESTMENT

$ 14,514,127

588,365

" 428,632

10,864,436

11,293,068

1,018,543

-23,450,545

39,235,177

32,922,375

6,312,802

39,235,177

3,833,554

1,209,757

9,563,045

21,913,655

9,979,951

1,125,311

i0,220,028

5,416,879

1,454,506

3,967,740

25,311

8,674,697

1,369,340

1,249,031

18,037,753

10,874,908

4,009,714

6,200,466

112,336
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TABLE Vlll-12

FLOW OF FUNDS BEI_TEEN ENDOGENOUS AND EXOGENOUS SECTORS

Net current payments to Boulder region

Net receipts on private accounts

Net purchases from business

Consumer goods and services

Capital goods

Net purchases of direct services

Wages and salaries

Net interest

Net rent

Net dividends

Net unincorporated profits

Net gifts

$'79,898,847

25,797,715

14,447,561

Net receipts from non-local government

NET CURRENT PAYMENTS DUE AREA

16,203,026

-23,450,545

Net flow of funds from the "rest-of-the-world"

Private sectors

Government sectors

NET FLOW OF FUNDS FROM EXOGENOUS SECTORS

-39,653,571

16,203,026

-23,450,545

$-69,540,075

-10,358,772

26,566,822

-1,619,418

396,353

659,241

" 205,283
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INCREMENTALINCOMETO BOULDER FROM THE PUBLIC SECTOR

The impact of government activities upon a region can be analyzed in a num-

ber of ways. In a previous chapter we identified the value added to regional pro-

duct through wage and salary payments by Boulder government agencies. Later in

the study we will consider the multiplier effects of specified changes in the lev-

el of government expenditures on the region.

The purpose here is to study the impact of government by bringing together

the data on tax and non-tax payments by Boulder residents, and relating them to

the expenditures in Boulder of all government units. These data are interpreted

in terms of: (I) function performed, (2) recipients of government expenditures

by industrial sector and geographic location, (3) revenue sources, and (4) the

immediate surplus or deficit accruing to the Boulder region as a result of the

expenditure, transfer, and tax programs of government. This analysis will be di-

rected toward four levels of government -- local, University of Colorado, State

(not including the University), and Federal. It will consider capital as well as

current expenditures. Programs are analyzed according to the general activities

of the four governmental levels, the public enterprise facets of local and Federal

government, and the transfer-trust fund activities of local, State, and Federal

governments.

Local Government !/

Table IX-I identifies the current account expenditures of general local

government. Here the current account, as distinct from capital account, spending

of general local government is recorded by function, industry and location while

the current revenue sources of general local government are listed by location

and revenue type. The functional division of expenditures demonstrates the pri-

mary local government concern with public safety, welfare, highways and in parti-

cular with education. Table IX-I also shows expenditures classified by industry

and location. About 30 per cent of expenditures for manufacturing goods by

Boulder local government on current account accrues to Boulder area firms. There

was a large leakage of local government expenditures in 1963 to the Denver Metro-

politan Area, the rest of Colorado and the "rest-of-the-world." The same pattern

of leakages characterized the trade sector, but more than half the expenditures

for services and virtually all spending for utilities was directed to local firms.

!/Includes city and county government, school and special districts.
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At the same time there was a relatively small drain of wage and salary payments

to outside residents.

On the revenue side, local government revenue sources are concentrated in

property taxes and inter-governmental transfers from the State government. Con-

sidering only the operations of general local government on current account, ex-

penditures in Boulder are $2,607,293 larger than revenues accruing from local

sources -- a surplus to the area on this account. The surplus is largely a func-

tion of the movement of tax funds from the Denver D_tropolitan Area -- $5,674,799

-- to Boulder, which is not matched by Boulder government expenditures in the

Denver area -- $2,914,094.

Part of the surplus on current account of general expenditures of local

government was offset in 1963 by a deficit on capital account, as defined in

Table IX-2. Boulder sources of income on capital account amounted to $1,524,298,

but only $747,471 of this was ploughed back into the local economy. The leakage

out of Boulder is explained for the most part by the capital construction sector,

expenditures for which were concentrated in Denver and the "rest-of-the-world."

While the Denver Metropolitan Area again ran a deficit to Boulder of $207,607, a

large surplus, nearly a million dollars, accrued to the "rest-of-the-world."

Table IX-3 continues the construction of local government accounts, switch-

ing from general government activity to public enterprise activity on current

account. The service provided by local public enterprise is water delivery and

sewage disposal by a municipal corporation, with a resulting deficit of $346,193

to the local area. The deficit is explained by two expenditures by the corpora-

tion in Denver -- $89,877 for utility services and nearly $200,000 in interest

payments. The deficit on current account would be appreciably larger, but for

the $418,388 transfer to capital account treated as a deduction from current ac-

count revenues which are all from the Boulder area. Clearly, in this case, the

accounting system employed by the municipal corporation has considerable influ-

ence upon the surplus-deficit relationship between current and capital account

items.

Sizeable capital construction expenditures with local firms on public enter-

prise capital account produced a small surplus for the Boulder area in 1963 of

$41,597, as shown in Table IX-4. The surplus items accruing to Boulder, the

Denver D_tropolitan Area, and the rest of Colorado derived from the large 1962

bond issue which was financed largely by sources outside Colorado. As the ser-

vice charge on this bond issue creates large local charges to be paid to the
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"rest-of-the-world," subsequent deficits on Boulder's public enterprise capital

account are a strong possibility.

Table IX-5, which shows transfer activity on current account for local gov-

ernment, completes the statement of accounts for local government since there is

no capital account counterpart for transfer payments. The computed surplus of

$1,220,146 originates in the inter-governmental transfer from the State to local

government of $2,927,635. In a real sense the surplus is exaggerated because it

does not identify the sales taxes paid by Boulder area residents into the trust

funds out of which aid and assistance programs and old age payments are financed

in large measure. The table suffers from the arbitrary decision to exclude that

part of the Colorado sales tax paid by Boulder residents which is then returned

to transfer recipients. On the other hand, it would be equally arbitrary to as-

sign some share of Boulder area sales tax to the specific trust funds involved.

The total surplus to the Boulder area from government activities will not be

affected in any event. By treating the accounts in this manner, the surplus to

the Boulder area through local government activity may be somewhat exaggerated,

but this is offset by slightly overstating the deficit to the local area from

State government activities. _/ Thus the net surplus or deficit to the Boulder

area from the public sector is not influenced -- only the composition in terms of

local and State impact, and this only minimally. The whole problem could be

avoided by treating aid and assistance programs and old age payments as wholly

State activities but at the cost of ignoring the administration of these programs

by county welfare departments.

In Table IX-6 the net surplus-deficit relationships of the five local gov-

ernment accounts are summarized and a net surplus of $2,746,016 revealed. The

summary data show the difference between local expenditures of local governments

and leakages from the income stream of Boulder area residents in the form of local

taxes to support the local expenditure programs. In this instance the tax leak-

age is $2,746,016 less than the magnitude of local expenditures by local govern-

ment.

The University of Colorado

The largest public activity in the Boulder area is the University of Colorado.

In 1963, as Table IX-7 shows, the University made expenditures of $34,065,375 for

_/See Table IX-8.
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TABLE IX-6

NET SURPLUS TO BOULDER LOCAL GOVERNMENT

General government current account

General government capital account

Public enterprise current account

Public enterprise capital account

Transfer activity current account

Totals

Net Surplus on All Local Accounts

Surplus to Boulder Deficit to Boulder
t

$2,607,293

- $ 776,827

- 346,193

41,597

1,220,146

3,869,036 1,123,020

2,746,016

higher education on current account. $32,123,330 of these expenditures are

treated in a functional sense as local, since the budget of the University's

medical school in Denver is administered in Boulder.

An analysis of expenditures by industry and by wage and salary payments dem-

onstrates an interesting difference in local economic impact, D_ile virtually

all wage and salary payments -- $19,472,129 of a total of $21,291,769 -- were re-

ceived by local residents with consequent multiplier effects, less than 25 per

cent of the University's expenditures for goods and services accrued to local

firms. In some industrial sectors, e.g. manufacturing, less than 20 per cent of

spending was local and in others, e.g. finance, real estate and insurance, less

than two per cent of expenditures found their way to local firms. On the other

hand, the local transportation and utility sectors were the major recipients of

University expenditures for these categories of goods and services.

In terms of impact, by way of surplus of local spending in excess of local

revenues, the economic effects of the University dwarf most other government

activities. In 1963, expenditures in Boulder by the Universlty were $14,052,491

larger than were the receipts from local sources on current account. This sur-

plus is only slightly overstated by not allocating some percentage of Boulder
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resident income and sales tax payments back to the University through the State

appropriation to the University. This means that the deficit to other State gov-

3/ The large surplus to the areaernment operations is also slightly overstated.-

is accompanied by large deficits for both State and Federal governments. The

State deficit is largely a function of the State appropriation to the University

of $9,365,693, while the Federal deficit derives most importantly from contrac-

tual services purchased from the University by agencies of the Federal government,

mostly for the research talents of the University faculty.

Tuition receipts of the University are the fourth largest revenue source,

totaling nearly $6 million. Although students outside Colorado constitute much

less than half the student population, they account for considerably more than

half the tuition payments.

On the capital accounts side of the University ledger, Table IX-8 reveals a

substantial surplus (of $3,541,619) accruing to the Boulder area. This surplus

for Boulder is accompanied by a smaller surplus to the Denver Metropolitan Area,

both of which originate in the large volume of capital construction expenditures

with Colorado firms. The outside Colorado deficit of nearly $6 million results

from large-scale borrowing by the University from sources outside Colorado. This

debt creation explains in large measure the leakage on current account of the

finance, insurance and real estate sector. Clearly, the interest payments by

the University to outside financiers for capital construction identifies the rea-

son for the small local impact of the finance, insurance, and real estate sector.

The basic "export" nature of the University's impact on the local economy

is surxnarized in Table IX-9, The expenditure total of $26,412,506, less revenues

from local sources of $8,818,396_ means that the University accounted in 1963 for

$17,594,110 of income flowing into the co_nunlty from outside Boulder. In terms

of basic, exogenous sources of local economic growth, the University effect is

similar to a manufacturing firm exporting $17,594,110 worth of goods to the "rest-

of-the-world."

This sum, of course, does not measure the total University impact on Boulder

since it does not trace through the multiplier effects of the consumption ex-

penditures growing out of the wage and salary payments of $19,472,129 to local

residents. Neither does it measure the local expenditures of the more than

_/Cf. Table IX-14.
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TABLE IX-9

NET SUP_PLUS TO BOULDER THROUGH UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO ACTIVITY

Local expenditures for goods and services, current account

Local wage and salary payments, current account

Local expenditures for goods and services, capital account

Total

Less revenues from local sources, current account

Less revenues from local sources, capital account

Total

Net Surplus to Boulder Area

$ 2,696,635

19,472,129

4,243,742

26,412,506

8,116,273

702,123

8,818,396

17,594,110

ll,O00 students residing in or commuting to the area, whose spending with local

firms constitutes a large additional "export" of goods and services and corre-

sponding "import" of dollars. _/

The State of Colorado (Not Including the University of Colorado)
|, _

The State of Colorado has relatively few branch operations in Boulder out-

side the University of Colorado. This is demonstrated in Table IX-IO by the small

expenditures of local branches of Colorado State offices -- $212,971 in 1963.

Boulder area residents, on the other hand, contributed $6,308,932 in tax and non-

tax payments to the State government and in the process accumulated a deficit to

State government on current account of $6,095,961. The actual deficit, as noted

previously, would be somewhat less if the Boulder area proportion of tax support

for the University was deducted, or added to State expenditures in Boulder, but

the total would not be significantly altered.

i L

4/The total impact of student expenditures upon the Boulder economy will be

discussed in Chapter X as part of the discussion of aggregate multipliers.
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Since State government capital expenditures for construction were made with

non-local firms and financed from non-local sources, the surplus or deficit for

the local area was not affected in 1963 by the State capital account in Boulder

(see Table IX-II).

Transfer payments by State government to local residents in 1963 totaled

$1,106,388. Payments into State trust funds by Boulder residents reached

$2,051,737 in 1963. Thus Table IX-12 indicates a local deficit through State

government transfer activities of $945,649 in 1963.

Tables IX-IO, IX-II and IX-12 identify the programs of State government agen-

cies which have branch operations in Boulder. Table IX-13, however, measures

State government expenditures to Boulder establishments in which local branches

of State government agencies are not involved. Since all revenues from local es-

tabllshments and persons have been previously recorded, the $769,006 of direct

expenditures can be considered a surplus to Boulder.

The net deficit to Boulder through non-University branch operations of State

government is shown in Table IX-14. The $6,272,304 net deficit represents a

leakage from Boulder income flows to State government resulting from tax and non-

tax payments of $8,360,669, minus branch expenditures for goods and services of

$213,971 and transfer payments to local residents of $1,106,388. The net deficit

also takes into account direct expenditures by State government of $769,006 to

Boulder establishments not processed through local branches.

Federal Government

The Federal government activity which has the largest expenditure impact

upon Boulder is the Boulder Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards.

Data in Table IX-15 demonstrate how the activities of this single Federal agency

almost offsets the large leakage from the local area in the form of Federal per-

sonal and corporate income taxes. The latter totaled more than $17 million in

1963, and would have offset the University of Colorado's surplus impact on

Boulder were it not for the National Bureau of Standards. This facility, along

with other routine and relatively small Federal government activities, generates

a payroll of nearly $13 million in Boulder. In addition, expenditures to local

firms for goods and services total more than $2 million. Thus a potential in-

come leakage of $17 million is reduced to a leakage of only $4,110,243 from the

local area to the Federal government on current account, with only branch opera-

tions of the Federal government considered. The $4 million deficit exists, more-

over, not because local income tax payments to the Federal government are greater
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TABLE IX-II

STATE OF COLORADO, EXCLUDING THE UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO,

EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES

(General Government Capital Account, 1963 Dollars)

Expenditures by program

Highways

Total

Expenditures by industry

Denver

Boulder Metropolitan

Area Area

Rest of Outside

Colorado Colorado

Goods and services

Extractive ....

Manufacturing - - -

Space and related - - -

Trade - - -

Services - - -

Contract construction - $480,000 - -

Transportation ....

Utilities ....

F.I.R.E. - - - -

Government ....

Miscellaneous and other ....

Total goods and services - 480,000 - -

Wages and salaries ....

Total all expendi-

tures - 480,000 - -

Revenues

m

- 480,000

° 0

State appropriations for

capital construction

Transfers from current

revenue for capital

outlay

Proceeds of borrowing

Service charges

Other

Total income

Surplus or (Deficit) to Area

on Capital Account

Total

$480,000

480,000

m

480,000

m

480,000

480,000

n a-

- - 480,000
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TABLE IX-13

DIRECT STATE GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES WITH LOCAL FIRMS BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR

NOT PROCESSED THROUGH LOCAL BRANCHES OF STATE AGENCIES

Extractive

Manufacturing $142,940

Space and related 150

Trade 23,765

Services 24,151

Contract construction 578,000

Transportat ion

Utilities

F.I.R,E.

Gore rninen t

Miscellaneous and other

Total 769,006
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TABLE IX-14

NET DEFICIT TO BOULDER, STATE GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES

(Excluding University of Colorado)

Local expenditures by local branches of State government, current
account

Local expenditures by local branches of State government, trans-
fer activities

Total expenditures

Less: State government tax and non-tax receipts from Boulder_

current account general

Less: State government tax and non-tax receipts from Boulder,
transfer activities

Total revenue

Deficit

Less: Direct State government expenditures with local firms,

not processed through local branches of State agencies

Net deficit

$ 212,971

1,106,388

1,319,359

6,308,932

2,051,737

8,360,669

7,041,310

769,006

6,272_304
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than expenditures of Federal agencies located in Boulder, but because there is

a $5 million expenditure leakage for goods and services out of Boulder plus a

$3 million payroll leakage to persons who work in but live outside the Boulder

area.

Functionally, the concentration of Federal expenditures for space and

space-related, and commerce and labor purposes illustrates the importance of the

National Bureau of Standards and the National Center for Atmospheric Research

in the Federal government sector.

The local economy was little affected by the capital account of the Federal

government's general activity in 1963. This is reflected in Table IX-16 which

shows a surplus to the local area of $298,604 on Federal government capital ac-

count. The capital expenditures of $260,404 (for local capital construction),

$20,000 (for local services), and $18,200 (to local manufacturing establishments)

are treated as a surplus accruing to the local area because all Federal govern-

ment tax and non-tax receipts from the local area were allocated to current ac-

count. Federal agencies -- again the National Bureau of Standards and the

National Center for Atmospheric Research for the most part -- were not inactive

in terms of capital account expenditures since these totaled more than $4

million. But most of these transactions, for example the import of manufactured

durable equipment of $2,252,011, involved "rest-of-the-world" payments, leaving

Boulder largely unaffected by these capital expenditures.

Postal receipts by the Boulder post office in 1963 reached $2,386,474. In

one sense, the local post office rendered services in this amount to local citi-

zens, since postal services are recorded in Table IX-17 as enterprise activity

under Federal government contract. In terms of economic impact, as distinguished

from services provided, the post office was a deficit operation in Boulder.

Since only $690,000 was spent in Boulder for wages and salaries plus purchases

from local firms, while $2,386,474 was collected from Boulder residents, the

income impact locally was a negative $1,696,474. The operation of the post

office in Boulder resulted in a surplus of $1,380,097 to the public enterprise

but not to the area.

The next activity of the Federal government analyzed here pertains to trans-

fer payments made to local residents under the various titles of the Social

Security Act not treated elsewhere, e.g. unemployment compensation under State

government transfers. Transfer receipts of Boulder residents in 1963 were

$9,555,897 and for the most part represented retirement income. Payments into

the Social Security trust funds by Boulder employees and employers amounted to
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$4,049,717. Thus a substantial surplus to the local economy of $5,506,180

resulted from the Federal transfer programs (see Table IX-18).

Thus far in discussing the Federal government impact on the Boulder economy

we have considered only those expenditures which are channeled through local

branches of Federal agencies. To stop here would be to neglect the 1963 impact

of space and space-related Federal expenditures made directly to local firms.

Table IX-19 gives the level of expenditures made directly by the Federal govern-

ment to the various sectors of the local economy, in which space and space-related

spending dominate.

The deficit to Boulder from Federal government branch expenditures less

Federal taxes paid by Boulder residents is shown in Table IX-20. This deficit of

$1,933 is the result of Federal taxes paid and expenditures by local branches of

Federal government only. In other words, it does not measure the expenditures

made directly to local firms by Federal government agencies which have no local

office. When the $10,491,261 of direct Federal expenditures are added to the

expenditures of local branches, the $1,933 deficit is converted into a $10,489,333

surplus. Since $9,398,258 of this amount is related to space programs, the 1963

space and space-related expenditure creates a large local surplus out of what

would have been a small local deficit.

The net surplus of all government tax and expenditure programs in the Boulder

area is surmmarized in Table IX-21. The $30,829,459 surplus generated by local

government, the University of Colorado, and the Federal government is offset by

a deficit in only one government sector -- the State of Colorado excluding the

University. The $6 million deficit at the State level, however, merely lowers

the net surplus to the area from $31 million to $24,557,155. This last total

identifies the direct, first-round difference between government expenditures in

the area and revenues to all governments from local sources.

Table IX-22 summarizes the expenditures by all governments for goods and

services purchased from business establishments, but does not include wage and

salary payments. These expenditures totaled nearly $52 million in 1963, less than

half of which are made locally. Of the $23,374,525 expenditures with local busi-

nesses more than 40 per cent are related to space programs.

Finally, Table IX-23 identifies the aggregate spending of the public sector

for goods and services, classified by function. More than half the expenditure

total of $102,498,672 is allocated to education. The two other dominant func-

tions are the programs of the National Bureau of Standards and the space and

space-related programs of the Federal government.
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TABLE IX-19

DIRECT FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES WITH LOCAL FIRMS

BY INDUSTRIAL SECTOR NOT PROCESSED THROUGH LOCAL

BRANCHES OF FEDERAL AGENCIES

Extractive

Manufacturing

Space and related

Trade

Services

Contract construction

Transportation

Utilities

F.I.R.E.

Government

Miscellaneous and other

Total

$ 354,757

9,398,258

249,413

484,213

2,049

m

2,576

10,491,266
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TABLE IX-20

NET SURPLUS TO BOULDER, FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES

Local expenditures by local branches of Federal government

agencies, current account general

Local expenditures by local branches of Federal government

agencies, capital account general

Local expenditures by local branches of Federal government

agencies, current account, public enterprise

Local expenditures, Federal government, transfer activities

Total expenditures

Less: Federal government tax revenue from Boulder, current

account general

Less: Federal government public enterprise receipts, current
account

Less: Federal government Social Security trust fund receipts

Total revenue

Deficit

Less: Direct Federal government expenditures with local

firms, not processed through local branches of

Federal agencies

Net Surplus

$15,226,847

298,604

690,000

9,555,897

25,771,348

19,337,090

2,386,474

4,049,717

25,773,281

1,933
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TABLE IX-21

NET SURPLUS TO BOULDER, CONSOLIDATED GOVERNMENT
EXPENDITURES AND REVENUES

Local

University of Colorado

State

Federal

Total

Net Surplus

Surplus

$ 2,746,016

17,594,110

10,489,333

30,829,459

24,557,155

Deficit

w

6,272,304

6,262,304
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THE AREA CONSUMPTION FUNCTION AND THE AGGREGATE MULTIPLIER

The primary objective of this chapter is to construct a model of regional

growth based upon the income, expenditure, product and employment behavior ana-

lyzed in the preceding chapters. This model can then be used to show the impact

of space and other expenditures upon the growth of the Boulder economy.

The first part of the chapter is an analysis of the basic macroeconomic

structure of the local economy, including a brief description of the aggregate

economic relationships to be defined between the variables in the model. The

second part develops the entire consumption theory to be applied in the model and

the aggregate consumption function based on this theory. The third part entails

an analysis of the leakages which tend to dampen the aggregate multiplier, such

as direct imports, personal taxes and indirect imports. The fourth is an inves-

tigation of the determinants of various types of investment as they are related

to the multiplier-accelerator process. The formal regional impact model will be

formulated on the basis of this investigation. The fifth part integrates the

separate aspects of the model so that aggregate multipliers may be derived for

the final analysis. The sixth and last part is the numerical implementation and

interpretation of these multipliers.

_eDeterminants of Regional Economic Activity

In this section aggregate regional relationships are combined into a basic

analytical structure. As in the traditional income model, total regional expend-

iture is partitioned into sectors -- local consumption of products originating

in the region, exports, current expenditure by all levels of local and non-local

government (including the University), capital expenditures by various branches

of government, and capital expenditure by local and non-local sectors of the

buslness community. This division of Gross Area Product can be represented by

the equation,

(i)

k k m

J
i=l i=l j=l
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where C = local consumption, E = total exports, and CG (i = I 2, k) =

current area expenditures of local and non-local government, IGi (i = I, 2, .,
k) = capital expenditures of government, and lB. (j = I, 2, .., m) = investment

3
expenditures of business in the region.

An additional structural statement of area product necessary for this model

is a division of Gross Area Income into Personal Income accruing to area resi-

dents, Personal Income accruing to the "rest-of-the-world," undistributed profits

of incorporated firms in the region, business taxes and transfers, government

transfers to area residents, and other net income and transfers from the "rest-
of-the-world. ''_/

Equation (2) will be used in the determination of the leakages in regional

income flows which have significant impact upon the value of the regional multi-

plier.

= + P + Tb - T + R t + CCA(2) Yv Yp r r
g

where
Yv = Gross Area Income (by value added components),

Y = Personal Income,
P

Pr = retained earnings of regional corporations,

Tb = all business taxes less business transfer payments

(including in this instance employer and employee payments

into various retirement plans),

T
r
g

= government transfer payments to area residents,

Rt = net earned income and personal transfer payments to "rest-

of-the-world," and

CCA = capital consumption allowances.

Another breakdown used in the regional accounts is the separation of area

product (final demand) into value added (area income) and indirect imports. Th_s

breakdown can be expressed in equation form as

(3) Y=Y +M
v r

!/A detailed analysis of Area Income by Personal Income categories is given

in our basic set of accounts in Chapter VIII.
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where Y = gross area final demand or product,

Yv = total value added in the region, and

M = total imports by business or government agencies considered
r

endogenous to the regional economy.

The basic analysis will require the separation of exogenous and endogenous

variables. Clearly, aggregate consumption as well as several categories of

induced investment should be considered endogenous. Exports and certain autono-

mous types of investment are logically exogenous in character. The sectoral

breakdown of the business survey data and the collection of government data by

various levels of government, as well as a separation of all government expendi-

tures by function, enabled us to make reasonable decisions as to what constitutes

exogenous and endogenous investment expenditure.

In the business sector, all local firms are considered endogenous with the

exception of the space and space-related sector which is considered totally

exogenous. Branch offices or plants in the area are considered endogenous for

some purposes and exogenous for others. The manner in which branch activities

are separated will be discussed later.

All local government activities are considered endogenous. Other county,

State and Federal activities are classified as exogenous or endogenous according

to their function. All activity of the University of Colorado is considered

exogenous.

It will be necessary to divide Personal Income into total consumption and

personal saving. Further, total consumption will be broken down into consumption

expenditures on local goods by local residents -- and non-local consumption (some-

times referred to as direct imports). Local consumption is the same consumption

aggregate identified in equation (I) as a basic component of Cross Area Product.

The breakdown of Personal Income described above can be expressed by the

following equation:

(4) Y = C + M+ S + T
P P

where C = local consumption,

M = direct imports by households,

S = personal savings, and

T = personal taxes.
P
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denote total consumption, C + M, then equation (4) can be writ-

(5) Yp C t + S + Tp

Personal Income may also be defined as Disposable Personal Income plus

personal taxes.

(6) Yp = Yd + Tp

The basic model shows the postulated functional relationship between total

consumption and Disposable Personal Income.

(7) C = f (Yd)

The stability of this relationship has been verified at the national level

by an extensive collection of data on aggregate consumption and disposable income.

Hence, it is a natural extension to assume that a consumption function exists for

a region having a fairly large population.

It may be, however, that considerable differences exist between consumption

patterns of regional populations and the national population. This may reflect

the different spending norms of different social and economic groups making up

a population. Regions may have different consumption functions because their

respective populations are composed of different combinations of soclo-economic

groups and in varying proportions. These differences have significant effects

on the sectoral consumption patterns of the region and they are also important

in determining aggregate total consumption and the allocation of total consump-

tion between local consumption and imports. Also, household spending on contract

construction, which is classified as investment in most accounting systems, can

be handled in a manner similar to the way sectoral consumption expenditures are

handled in the input-output part of this report.

In the national model, investment expenditure is treated as a function of

aggregate national income and the interest rate,

(8) I = F (Y, i)
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In this regional model, however, we will modify the original formulation

expressed by equation (8) by partitioning investment into an induced category and

a strictly autonomous category. The induced component of investment will be

assumed to be functionally related to aggregate income but will be assumed to be

independent of the interest rate. These modifications may be represented by the

following two equations:

(9)

= + I iI Ia

I i ffi F (Y)

where I = total investment,

Ia autonomous investment, and

Ii = induced investment.

In the regional model it is essential that induced investment be associated

with firms having strong connections with the region under study.

Regional Consumption Analysis

In addition to the basic assumption of a stable relationship between aggre-

gate total consumption and national Disposable Personal Income as represented in

equation (7), we also assume a stable relationship between aggregate local con-

sumption and area Disposable Personal Income. The existence of a stable local

consumption function, in addition to a total regional consumption function, im-

plies that a stable import function exists for the region. Equation (7) may be

restated as the two following equations:

(7') C = f(Yd) , and

(7'') M ffig (yd)

We postulate the above relationships on the basic assumption of a stable

spending pattern for the region. By this we mean that the region is composed of

a number of socio-economic groups which tend to develop definite norms of behavior

which in turn are reflected in the average spending pattern of each group. For
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example, in the Boulder area, there is a large student populationwhich is a

relatively homogeneous group, within which certain patterns of behavior

seem to be accepted by each cycle of new students entering the University. These

behavioral patterns are by no means static since considerable change can be ob-

served between different generations of students. However, stability can be

assumed in the overall "norms" of the student body over a short-run period of

possibly ten years, and we assume that basic spending norms of this group remain

stable in the short-run.

Another major socio-economic group in the area with distinct patterns of

consumption behavior is the large professional, scientific and academic segment

of the local population. This group, like the student group, is associated

either directly or indirectly with the University, although the recent movement

of space-oriented industries into the area and its immediate vicinity has sig-

nificantly increased the number in this group with no direct tie to the Univer-

sity.

There are no doubt several other distinct social and economic segments in

the area population with common patterns of group behavior. However, it is not

the individual group behavior patterns that are important in the analysis of

regional consumption patterns. The stability of regional consumption patterns

in the short-run is based on the aggregate interaction of all the dlstlngulshable

soclo-economic groups which collectively make up the area population. It is

apparent that the stability of consumption patterns in a region depends essential-

ly on a stable population structure which may change secularly, but which is not

affected by short-run fluctuations in regional economic activity.

The aggregate consumption functions used in this model will be derived from

the cross-sectlon spending patterns of the major socio-economlc groups which com-

prise the region. These spending patterns are defined as the average expenditure

trends reflected in the scatter diagrams of consumption versus income for the

respective groups. Consumption may be either sectoral or total, but for an aggre-

gate analysis we are concerned with total consumption only. This, of course, will

be broken down into local consumption spending and direct imports by households.

If we plot a scatter diagram of consumption versus income for a budget study

sample of individuals from a major soclo-economlc group, it will have the appear-

ance of the one shown in Figure X-I. The continuous line is the average spending

trend of the population group represented in the scatter. We assume the exist-

ence of such a spending pattern for the entire socio-economlc group. Then any

sample of points taken from a budget study will vary about this average trend
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FIGURE X- I

Consumption (C)

f(Y)

Income (Y)

2/
line with a certain variance°- Thus, an average trend line estimated from

the sample will not be the "true" spending pattern of tbe group, but an approx-

imation of it.

The customary method of estimating this average trend is to fit a curve

to the data by the method of least squares. In general, this function can be

any continuous function, C f (Y), with a continuous derivative 3/= .- Usually

the spending pattern is assumed to be linear, and may be expressed by the

equation,

_/If we assume that the sample is normally distributed with variance _.2,

the average trend line estimated from the sample will have variance _'2/n. This

implies that a close approximation to the true pattern can be obtained by taking

a sufficient number of sample points.

_/Continuity of the function and its first derivative is not necessarily

true for particular sectors; however, it is usually assumed for total consump-
tion.
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(10) c = a + by

If a least squares fit is used, a and b are estimated by standard regression for-

mulas.

The fundamental assumption in the derivation of consumption functions is the

stability of the spending patterns of all major socio-economlc groups in the reg-

ion. _/ Long-run consumption studies have revealed that the average propensity to

consume (APC) has tended to drift upward over time. This implies that the spend-

ing pattern will periodically shift upward; otherwise the tendency for f'(Y) to

decrease with increasing income would require the long-run consumption function

to have a declining m_rginal propensity to consume (MPC) and hence, a declining

APC. However, over a short period, it is reasonable to assume a stable spending

pattern.

Consider now the derivation of aggregate consumption functions given the

spending pattern of a population. As a first approximation, we assume that the

spending pattern has the linear form expressed by equation (I0). Suppose that

(Yo' Co) is the point on the aggregate consumption function determined from the

income and product accounts. If it is assumed that the population under consider-

ation does not change in size, the aggregate consumption function is

= + b(Y - Yo)(11) C Co .

This form of the consumption function is derived from household shifts along

the spending pattern. The MPC is b which is the slope of the linear spending

pattern. However, in the case of a region, there are significant population

shifts due to changes in aggregate income. These shifts result primarily from

an increase or decrease in the demand for labor which affects the migration of

workers.

If a change in aggregate income went entirely to new workers (or in the case

of a decrease, resulted entirely in an exit of workers from the region), under

the assumption that the new workers (or departing workers) are distributed about

the spending pattern in basically the same manner as the total population, the

aggregate consumption function will be

_/"Spendlng pattern" will henceforth mean the average trend curve, c = f(Y),

for total consumption, local consumption, or non-local consumption.
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(i2) c =

which is a linear, homogeneous form.

The typical change in average income will involve both a change in income

and a change in households and hence the aggregate consumption function should

be some combination of (II) and (12). This combination may be found if the divi-

sion of a change in aggregate income between new households and original house-

holds can be determined. If r(Y - Yo ) goes to households residing in the region

before the change in income, then

C

(13) C = Co + br(Y " Yo-) +_ (I - r) (Y - Yo)
0

would be the form of the consumption function providing, of course, that the APC

of all new households is the same as the APC at the time of the sample survey. _/

The second term on the right-hand side of equation (13) may be called the

population effect since the change in the number of income recipients is expected

to change aggregate spending by the total change in income times the original APC

of the population. This is based on the assumption that the entering or depart-

ing members of the population are typical in terms of both income distribution

and spending behavior. The validity of this assumption depends upon the homo-

geneity of the group under consideration, the particular combination of forces

which affect population changes in the group, and possibly other factors. How-

ever, the assumption is reasonable for those groups that are constantly experi-

encing population changes primarily induced by income changes, since the group

APC is always adjusting to the different characteristics of new entrants.

At this point, estimation of the constant population MPC should be examined

(b in equation (13)). The method used in most studies is to estimate b from the

average slope of the spending pattern determined by a least squares regression

(equation (I0)). However, this tends to over-estimate the constant populatlon

MPC due to the curvature of the group's spending pattern (see Figure X-2).

_/A better assumption would be that the APC of new residents is C/y_ how-

ever, this would unnecessarily complicate expression (13) since non-llnear terms

would be introduced. For small income changes, the loss in accuracy is negligi-

ble. In the case of a long-run analysis, use of the original APC effectively

accounts for upward shifts in the spending pattern, and hence will yield a rea-
listic long-run consumption function.
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FIGURE X-2
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A better approximation may be obtained by dividing the income distribution

into a series of successive income classes, each of which corresponds to an

approximately linear trend along the spending pattern. The determination of

the "best" series of income classes based on some criterion is fairly difficult,

but a reasonably good choice of income classes can be made by merely observing

the trends in a scatter diagram. _/- Once income classes have been chosen, it is

a simple matter to represent the linear trends in each income class by linear

regression equations. This procedure is illustrated in Figure X-3.

An average MPC for the population group can then be estimated from the

individual linear trends. The basic assumption is that an aggregate change in

income distributed to the constant population will cause the total population

_/The precision required to identify linear spending trends depends upon

the type of aggregate consumption function desired. In this development, we

are approximating the consumption pattern by a linear, yet non-homogeneous,

function.
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FIGUREX-3
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to change its aggregate spending and to move along the spending pattern. This

is based on tile assumption of group emulation applied to spending habits. That

is, it is assumed that when a number of consumers move from one income level to

another, they adjust their average spending habits in a way which conforms to

the spending patterns of tile original members of that income group.

This hypothesis allows for diversity in the scatter of points about the

spending trend, but it requires that the average movement of a set of points

relatively close together follow the original spending pattern. Thus it is

assumed that the behavior norms of the group are sufficiently strong to mold

the average spending behavior of the shifting population.

If it is further assumed that all changes in aggregate income are distri-

buted uniformly to the original income distribution then, neglecting non-linear

effects, the average MPC of the constant population is given by
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(14)

n

b=_, r.b.1 1

i=l

where the b.'s are the respective slopes of the n income classes, and the ri's1

are the corresponding percentages of total income in each class. _/

We now derive consumption functions for the entire regional population using

the basic model represented in equations (13) and (14). Suppose that we can

divide the entire regional population into a number of relatively homogeneous

soclo-economic groups. Aggregate consumption functions may then be derived for

each group separately, and assuming for the moment that the distribution of

Personal Income among these groups can be determined, an aggregate consumption

function for the entire regional population can be obtained by aggregating the

individual group consumption functions.

A division of the regional population into socio-economic groups can be

based upon the following criterion: if changes in Personal Income would cha?_e

either the internal structure of the population group, or the relative size of

that group with respect to the entire regional population, it may be distin-

gulshed as a separate socio-economic group. Otherwise it should not be consid-

ered separately. In other words, a large group should not be sub-dlvlded into

smaller groups if all the smaller groups can reasonably be expected to change

homogeneously with respect to the large group. A final division of the total

population into socio-economic groups will be based on a knowledge of the region's

history. _/

In the Boulder region, for example, a division of the total population into

two soeio-economic groups -- students and residents -- should be sufficient for

a short-term multiplier analysis. The nature of the student population is

7_/Equation (14), of course, neglects the shifting of households among

brackets; that is, it assumes that all shifts occur entirely within the defined

income classes. This suggests that equation (14) will best represent the average

MPC if the income classes are chosen to be as large as possible, while at the

same time preserving a high degree of linearity in the corresponding segments of

the spending pattern.

_/For example, a long-run analysis would require a fairly detailed division

since almost all larger groups change their structure over long periods. In a

short period compatible with a multiplier analysis, however, fairly large groups

can be expected to maintain their basic structures.
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determined primarily by exogenous factors which would not be expected to change

greatly over a time period considered reasonable for this analysis, k/_ Even if

this group does change structurally in the future, it would be difficult to fore-

see such a change in view of the unpredictability of exogenous changes.

The resident population could, however, be further subdivided in a meaning-

ful way. For example, it seems reasonable to divide this group into: (I) the

large professional, scientific, and academic population, and (2) all others which

collectively could be considered to be attached to subsidiary activities support-

ing the University and the scientifically-oriented industries in the area. How-

ever, the Boulder economy has been geared to the above export activities for a

considerable period which leads us to believe that the subsidiary population will

change homogeneously with the "export" population (professionals, etc.). A more

crucial reason for not making this subdivision, however, is the lack of sufficient

data I0/

The next step is to estimate group consumption functions for both students

and residents. The population growth rate of students is determined by exogenous

forces; therefore, for the multiplier analysis it will be assumed to remain con-

stant. An average growth rate can be calculated on the basis of records covering

the last ten to twenty years. The assumption is made that an instantaneous change

in Personal Income will in no way affect the size of the student population. The

population effect in equation (13) then becomes zero for this group. Student

aggregate consumption functions will then have the form,

= +b -Y )(15) Cs Co s (Ys o
S S

The resident population, however, will have a significant population effect

in equation (13) because of the net migration induced by a change in aggregate

income. The magnitude of this effect can be determined from an aggregate

_/Such factors as the reputation of the University, availability of recre-

ational facilities, the climate and other attractions of the surrounding area, and

permanent changes in relative tuition rates, can be expected to maintain a reason-

able degree of stability over periods of perhaps as much as ten years.

n/l___.The household questionnaire used in the survey did not completely separate

the employment and income information of the different individuals comprising the
household.
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employment function in conjunction with a scale factor equal to the average num-

ber of employed members per household for this population group.

Linear employment functions were derived for each sector as a part of the

sectoral multlplier analysis. Each of these functions had the form.

(16)
= ejXjZj + Ejo , j = I, 2, . .., n

where ej was estimated by the regression of employment versus total gross output

of all the establishments in the jth sector and E. was the 1963 employment total
3o

for that sector. The basic assumption underlying these functions is that each

regression line is the average employment expansion path for the corresponding

sector. Each sector is assumed to consist of homogeneous establishments produc-

ing a homogeneous output. It is further assumed that there is no entry or exit

of establishments during a time span compatible wlth the analysis.

Aggregating the functions represented in equation (16), we obtain an aggre-

gate employment function,

(17) E = eX + E
o

where

n

1 I Xjeje= x

j=l

n n

Eo = I Ejo , and X= T Xj •

j=l J=l

Implicit in this aggregation is the assumption that the distribution of total

gross output among the various sectors will not change sub_tantlally during the

time period of the analysis. Actually, a better aggregation could be obtained by

weighting each employment coeffictentj ej. by its _arginal output and then divid-
ing by the total marginal output. 11/ The latter requires the use o£ sectoral

l_he latter technique yielded a coefficient of ,0226, which gave a consist-

ent populatlon effect of a change in income, whereas the method described in the

text gave e = .0622 which would have greatly overstated this effect.
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consumption functions and indirect coefficients from the input-output tables of

Part I determine the marginal outputs.

Equation (17) can now be used to estimate the net in-migration of households

induced by an increase in Personal Income. If we let D denote total final demand

in the region (total value added as represented in equation (I)), the net change

in employees resulting from the change in income, Y - Yo' is given by the rela-

tion,

(18) _E = e (X) (Y - Yo )

Y

Assuming that _ will not change appreciably in the short-run, we can replace
12/

X/D by the constant Xo/Do.-- Also, if _ is used to denote the average number of

employees per household in the resident population (which is also assumed to

remain constant), equation (18) can be modified as follows!

eXo
r (Y - Yo ) where r _ h--D- , and

O

_Pn is the change in households.

Suppose now, that the avecage Personal Income per household for the resident

population is Yn' then the portion of the total change _n aggregate Personal

Income, Y_ - Y' going to new households is given by the equation
P Po

' - Y' = rY (Y - Yo )
(20) YP Po n

since sufficient accuracy is obtained in estimatin@Y n by _no , the net

Personal Income change for the non-student population due to increased population

is
v _ ..... 31 _ i

1-_/The assumption of a linear homogeneous relation between total gross out-

put and total final demand is implicit in the input-output analysis.
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(21) z._3/ Y' " Y' = rY (Y - Y )
P Po n o0

Equation (21) is based on the assumption that all new employment is induced

from outside the region. It can be used to build consumption functions for the

resident population once aggregate final demand is related to Personal Income for

this group, and Personal Income is related to Disposable Personal Income. How-

ever, consider for a moment the distribution of a change in total aggregate

Personal Income between the student and resident populations.

Suppose that we have an aggregate change in Area Income, Y - Yo' and an

associated change in Personal Income, Yp - Y . From the above discussion,
Po

rYno (Y - Yo ) of the total, Yp " YPo' will go to the resident population as a

result of an induced change in the number of households, leaving

(22) YP " YPo rLo (Y - Y°)

to be distributed between the two populations.

Since the quantity represented in (22) is to be distributed between constant

student and resident populations, assume that this residual will be distributed
14/

proportionately between these two groups;-- that is, if Y and Y denote the
Pso Pno

aEgregate personal incomes of these two groups in the base year and Y is the
Po

total, then

YPso _- y- r_ (Y P Yo_ p and(23) YPs - Ypso = _Po P Po no

(24) " I*YPn " YPno = Y_o ° P YPo

13/Average income should not increase as rapidly as aggregate income due to

the influx of new households. However, expression (20) could be used directly if

the total resident population is explicitly introduced in the model. This would
introduce non-linear terms.

l-_4/Thlsassumption is fairly realistic since the activity of the University,

including the induced consumption effects of the student population, is a major

determinant of the region's growth. Hence the earned personal income of the

student population will tend to expand proportionately to total income.
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All of the quantities, Y , Y , and Y , should include only earned
Po Pso Pno

income because equations (23) and (24) distribute a change in Personal Income

resulting from a change in the region's total economic activity, Y - Yo" Sig-

nificant changes in the flow of transfer payments to both students and residents

are determined primarily by exogenous forces and long-run structural changes in

the regional economy. Hence, for a multiplier analysis focusing on the cumula-

tive induced effects of a change in autonomous expenditure, it is reasonable to

15/
require that all Personal Income other than earned income remain constant.-

Analysis of Leakages in the Regional Income Flow

This section analyzes the major leakages in the regional income flows.

These can be divided into leakages: (I) through the processing sectors, (2)

through personal taxes, (3) from direct imports, and (4) from personal saving.

This breakdown is schematically illustrated in Figure X-4.

FIGURE X-4
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l--5/The present development could easily be modified for a growth model by

adding the term

rtr (t - to) (Yto)

to both equations where rtr is the average yearly rate at which transfer pay-

ments change and Yt is an estimate of all such unearned income during the' O
base year.
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These leakages will be incorporated into the consumption functions developed

in the last section to complete the consumption aspects of the overall model.

16/
Processing leakages-- -- In this section, a method will be developed to

determine how much of a change in aggregate income (positive or negative) will be

reflected in a change of income accruing to area residents. The difference be-

tween /_Y and /_Yp is absorbed from the area income flow as the products and

services in this flow are processed by businesses and government establishments.

Hence let us call the difference, /_Y - _Yp, the "processing leakage."

An accurate determination of the processing leakage is difficult in an aggre-

gatlve analysis because no differentiation can be made between different types of

regional output. As an example, we are forced to aggregate services with manu-

factured goods -- two processes which have significantly different leakages.

Hence, any aggregate estimate of a region's processing leakage should be viewed

as an average leakage based on a combination of business and government activities

which are assumed to be typical. A detailed determination of the different kinds

of leakages corresponding to different types of regional output clearly requires

a sectoral analysis.

Referring to equation (2), let us determine how much of a change in Area

Income, /_Y, flows to area households in the form of Personal Income. In the

last section, we assumed that transfer payments to households in the region remain

constant for the multiplier analysis, and would increase secularly for a growth

analysis. If we further assume that the flow of transfer payments outside the

region remains constant, then government transfers, business transfers, and trans-

fer payments to the "rest-of-the-world" drop out in equation (2), leaving

(25) /_Yv = /_Ye + /_Pr + _Tb + /_Re + _CCA

$% /%

where /--_Ye = the change in Personal Income earned by area residents, and _R e =

net earned income accruing to the "rest-of-the-world."

This last variable depends primarily both in sign and magnitude on the

growth rates of areas other than the one under study. Since it depends on exoge-

nous influences, let us assume that on the average its net change is zero.

1_==/By processing leakages we mean any leakages out of the flow of Area

Income going through regional businesses or government agencies. The income

flows used in this definition must, however, originate in the region. Hence,

all leakages from purely exogenous activities are excluded.
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We are then left with the terms AP r + AT b + ACCA, separating total

value added from earned personal income. Capital consumption expenditures are

difficult to relate to total economic activity since they depend on many factors

including the age distribution of existing capital stock, the size of such stock,

etc. Thus, let us assume that this quantity will tend to grow proportionately

with total area business product. 17/

quantities, _Pr and ATb, may be assumed to expand proportion-The other

ately to total business output which is comprised primarily of area consumption

(neglecting inventories). This proportionality assumption is necessary because

of the inadequacy of time series data. A preferable method would be to estimate

the rate of change of value added with respect to earned personal income from

establishment scatter diagrams of each sector similar to the estimation procedure

used to determine sector employment functions in Part I. But data were not avail-

able to do this. Therefore, let k' denote the ratio of capital consumption ex-

penditures in the base year to total business output,

CCA
(26)____11o k' = 0

C + I + ___Inv + E
0 0 0 0

and let k'' denote the ratio of the sum of retained corporat_ profits plus busi-

ness taxes in the base year to total business output, or

(27) k'' =

Pr + Tb
O O

c + znv + z- +Z-
0 0 0 0

Combining equations (26) and (27), we obtaln total business leakages by the equa-

tion,

+ Tb + CCAPr o

(28) kb = , 0__ _° _
+ I + /_lnv + ECo o o o

17/This assumption is consistent with the assumptions made in regard to

probable investment relationships cortsidered in the next section, Total area

business product refers to total area consumption and investment.

I__8/
L__Inv ° is the net change in business inventories over the base period.

This quantity is lumped in with investment in equation (I).
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Perhaps the largest processing leakage in a change of area output, _Y, is

the total indirect import leakage consisting of all business and local government

purchases outside the region. This leakage separates total area output from total

value added according to the relation,

(291 AY =AY v A%

Assuming that indirect imports vary proportionately with total area output, we

have an import leakage coefficient,

(30)

Mr
0

k = --
m Y

0

The symbol Y refers to total business and government output during the base
O

period. Government import leakages are included since we wish this leakage coef-

ficient to reflect an average flow of income out of the region for all goods and

19/
services that undergo processing by either businesses or government agencles.-

Estimating this leakage by equation (30), of course, assumes a linear, homo-

geneous production function for all regional business and government establish-

ments.

Combining the results in equations (25), (28), (29), and (30), we obta_.n

(31) (Y - Yo ) " kb (Yb " Yb ) - km (Y " Yo ) = Ye " Ye
0 0

where Yb = C + I + /_Inv is total area business output. The change in earned

personal income will equal the change in Personal Income under the assumption

that transfer payments (for the purpose of a multiplier analysis) remain constant.

Thus, equation (31) becomes

(32)

D m

YP " YPo (Y - Y°) kb (Yb Yb ) " km (Y " Yo )
0

= (i - km) (Y- Yo ) - _ (Yb " Yb )
O

l--9/For the purpose of determining business leakages, no distinction is made

between export firms and locally-orlented firms because we wish to establish a

a reasonable average estimate of (/_ Y- _Yp) even when /_Y includes purely
exogenous spending.
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This expression describes the average leakage expected per dollar from the

time it first enters the flow of area expenditure to the time it reaches an area

consumer. The derived relationship is linear, but not homogeneous since Y and

Yb can change at different rates.

However, in order to explicitly derive area consumption functions, let us

for the moment assume homogeneity in the above relationship. That is, suppose

that Y and Yb change proportionately so that a single average leakage coefficient,

i +M
P + Tb + CCAo r

(33) = ro o o

Y
O

will adequately describe the total processing leakage out of a change in area

product. Under this assumption, equation (32) reduces to

(36,) YP - YPo Y " Yo (Y " Yo ) = (I - ) (Y - Yo )

This result will be used in the next section for the derivation of area consump-

tion functions although equation (32) will be used in the final formulation.

Personal tax leakages -- In this section, leakages from Personal Income due

to personal taxes are investigated. We will then be in a position to complete

consumption functions begun earlier for the student population, the resident

population, and the area population.

Because students' taxes differ considerably from those of residents, separate

tax estimates should be made for the two populations, In both cases, the ultimate

problem is to determine the difference between Personal Income and Disposable

Personal Income.

The fundamental assumption underlying this section _s that personal taxes

are a function of Personal Income:

(35) T = f(Yp)

This is clearly the case with personal income taxes, Federal, State, _nd local.

However, the connection with Personal Income is weaker in the case of property

taxes, fines, licenses and other nontax payments, Property taxes, nevertheless,
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have at least an indirect connection with Personal Income since higher income

families tend to concentrate in higher-priced residential districts having

higher assessed property values.

The preferable manner of deriving a taxing function would be to divide

total personal taxes into two categories: (I) taxes directly related to

income, and (2) ail other taxes and non-tax liabilities. The first category

could then be correlated with Persona] Income and the second category could be

related exclusively to population growth -- a more realistic procedure.

Reasonable taxing functions for both the student and resident populations

can be derived on the basis of a cross-section analysis of the two groups.

Suppose that for each group we have a scatter diagram of personal taxes plotted

against Personal Income for all households in the group (see Figure X-5). Then

a taxing pattern for each group can be determined from the trend of points in

their respective scatter diagrams in a nmnner s_miiar to the determination of

group spending patterns. Using a linear approxinmtion of this pattern, we

obtain an average slope ! which is an estinmte of the percentage of Personal

Income taken for taxes, assuming that the size of the population does not

change. This coefficient is best estimated in a manner similar to that used

to estimate the constant MPC in equation (14) since the progressive income tax

causes the trend in Figure X-5 to be non-linear.

FIGURE X- 5
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For the student population, the taxing function becomes
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= T + ts (YPs " Y )(361 Ts So Pso

The resident population will experience a population effect with respect to tax-

ation. If we have an aggregate change in income, Y - Yo' and an associated change

in Personal Income, Y' - Y' , as represented in equation (211, the amount of
P Po

Y - Y taken in taxes is given by
P Po

=\o  no

T
m

where t ffi n._o_o
no Y

Pno

• The remaining change in Personal Income is taxed according to

(381 /_T" ffi t (y,, . y,, )
n n Pn Pno

where tn is a taxing slope similar to t above and (Y'' - Y" ) is the change in
s Pn Pno

Personal Income going to households residing in the region prior to the change,

Y " Yo (see equation (2411.

Combining equations (36) and (23), we have for the student population,

(39) T s - T s =tsP s
O IY " YPo - r_ (Y - Yo)_p no

Y

Pso
where Ps Y "

Po

Combining equation (24) wi_h equations (37) and (38), the taxing function

fo_ the resident population is

(40) . . . r%o (Y -y
Tn Tn° = tnPn P YPo

m

+ tnorYno (Y - Yo )
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Y
Pno

where Pn =Y'---

Po

Let us now use equations (39) and (40) to determine an aggregate change in

Disposable Personal Income for the two populations. Since Yd - Yd = (Yp " Ypo ) "o

(T - To), we have for the student and resident populations respectively,

(41) Yd " Yd = (i - ts) Ps p " Y - rY (Y - Y
s so Po no

and

(42) Ydn - Ydno = (i" tn)Pn E Yp - Ypo - r_no (Y " Yo_

+ •

Equations (39) and (40) determine the personal taxing leakage for the stu-

dent and resident populations respectively. The total taxing leakage is given by

(43) T - T O = (tsP s + tnP n) P " YPo r_n° (Y " Yo

+ _no rY%o (Y" Yo )

We are now in a position to derive the general form of an area consumption

function. If we let a denote an average propensity to consume and b denote the

average slope of the corresponding spending pattern, then

(44) C - C° = a x opulation effect of (Y - Y

+ b x onstant population _C effect of _ - Yo '

2-_0/The constants _ and b can represent average and marginal propensities

respectively of total consumption, local consumptlonp direct imports, saving, or

some sectoral category of consumption for either the student or resident popula-

tions.
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Equation (44) then can be used in conjunction with equations (41) and (42)

to derive all of the required consumption functions. If a = c t denotes total

consumption and b = ct, then total consumption functions for the student and

resident populations respectlvely are

(45) Ct ffi Ct + c t (i - t s) Ps p " Y - rY (Y " Yo
s so s Po no

(46) Ct = Ct + ct (I - tn) Pn
n no n P " YPo " rYn° (Y ° Y°)

m w

+ c t (1 -tno ) rYno (Y- Yo)
n

and total consumption by both populations is given by

(47)
F 1

Ct
= Ct° + _ts(l " ts) Ps +Ctn (Z - tn) PnJ '

I

If c and c denote marginal and average propensities to consume locally, then

consumption functions analogous to equations (45), (46) and (47) can be readily

obtained. Substituting equation (34), however, we find that approximate con-

sumption functions in terms of Disposable Personal Income are

(48) c = c +
S S

0

(49) Cn=Cno+ |Cn• _+C%AF-i(Yd- Ydo)_ I , and

(50) c = c +
0

Os B +cnD + CnF

A
(Yd " Yd )

0
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where D = (i- tn) Pn
_ rYno

B = (I - ts) Ps

A = _I(l - ts)

+ no

Ps + (I - tn) pn1

I
110 _ "

J
The coefficients of (Yd " Yd ) In the above equations are approximate

marginal propensities to consume o locally for the two populations, and for the

entire region.

Similar expressions can be derived for total consumption (local consumption

and direct imports). Expressions (48), (49) and (50), however, depend on the

assumption of a linear homogeneous production function for the region. Utiliz-

ing the better processing leakage relationship represented in equation (32), we

obtain a local consumption function having the following form:

= + C (Y - Yo ) - Cb (Yb - Yb )(51) C CO a
0
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where
Ps ÷ cn (I - tn) Pn_

+ _n (1 - _no ) rY"no_ , and

This equation will form the basis of the multlpller analysls to be developed in

the last section.

An approximate relationship between local consumption and Area Income can

be derived by substituting equation (34) into equation (47). Making the neces-

sary exchange of subscripts, we have

= + c (x - Y )(52) C CO Y o

where C =
Y

__s (i - + (i - Pn_
t s ) Ps o n t n )

o)+ cn (1 - trio) rY

Direct imports -- Following the same basic procedures (all of which are

based primarily on equation (44) used in the last sectlon t we obtain the follow-

Ing direct import function:

(53)
M = M° + ma (Y - Zo) + mb (Yb " Yb )

o
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where

"l

+ mn (i -tno ) rYnot

m

and the m's and m's have the same meaning for import spending that the cts and

_'s have for local spending. Approximate relations analogous to (48), (49) and

(50) are

(54) Ms Ms B (Yd " Yd )
O O

(55) M = M
n n

o

m

mD+mF
+ n n

A
and

(.56) H = H +
0 -)mB+mD+mF

s n n (Yd " Yd )
A o

giving approximate marginal propensities to import directly for the student and

resident populations and for the entire area.

In terms of Area Income, an approximate direct import function is

(57) H-eo+m (Y-Y)y o
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where (1 - t ) Ps+ms n (1- t n) Pn_

+ mn (l -tno) rY

m

Personal saving -- If S -- 1 - c and _ = 1 - c for both the student and

resident populations, the following personal savings functions are obtained:

= + s (Y " Yo ) + Sb (Yb " Yb )(58) s So a
o

(59) Ss Sso o

(60) sn= sn +
o -)snD + snF (Yd " Yd )

A o

(61)
+sF+ SsB + SnD n

S= So A
(Yd " Yd ) ' and

o

= +s (Y-Y)
(62) S S° Y o

where Sa, s b and Sy are defined in an analogous way to the corresponding parame-

ters in the previous two sections. The linear homogeneous assumption mentloned

earller carries over to the last four of the five equations stated above.

Investment Analysis

The present analysis can be separated into the followlr_ phases! (I) analy-

sis of business investment, (2) analysis of investment Ln space activities, (3)

analysis of investment in the University, (4) analysls of investment by local

government_ and (5) integration of investment categories.
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The basic approach will be to separate total investment in the area into a

number of categories corresponding to different types of investment. These types

differ to the extent that they are motivated by different economic forces and

hence have different relationships with other economic variables in the analysis.

All relationships will of necessity be linear and homogeneous since the

capital data available in the business survey cover only one year's activity.

However, the process of relating each investment type to its primary determinants

should enable us to determine reasonably realistic investment relationships which

will be incorporated into the general model for the final multiplier analyses.

Business investment -- In this section we consider capital expenditures by

some businesses in the area with others also in the region. Purchases of invest-

ment goods from outside the region are assumed to be closely correlated with

total investment purchases. This assumption is based upon the stability observed

in the marketing patterns of durable producers' goods and construction, and the

associated contractual arrangements involved with these durable purchases.

In most accelerator models, it is assumed that investment expenditures vary

proportionately with changes in aggregate demand. But both residential and com-

mercial construction expenditures may vary in a cyclical pattern independent of

the national business cycle, and expenditures for producers' durable equipment

may vary according to autonomous factors such as businessmen's anticipations,

age of existing durables, etc. Nevertheless, investment does respond to a sus-

talned increase in consumer demand as can be seen in the national accounts.

Normally this investment expenditure will reach its height at the peak of a lon E

expansion of the business cycle.

Although aggregate investment expenditure in producers' durables vary widely

in the short run because of factors other than the current rate of change of con-

sumer demand, average investment over two or three-year periods will normally

show a correlation with aggregate changes in consumer demand over those periods.

Hence for the purpose of a multiplier analysis, let us assume that average invest-

ment is proportional to the change in consumer demand. Thus, over two or three

successive periods, investment may fluctuate widely, but over an extended period

the average investment per period is assumed to be determined by the aggregate

change in consumer demand.

Let IbL denote total investment expenditures on both producers' durable

equipment and commercial construction made by all businesses in the area except

local establishments in the space and space-related sectors. Further, let us
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designate the aggregate purchases of such investment goods by Ib . Then total

investment goods purchased by businesses in the area are distributed according to

(63) = + I
Ibp Ib L bm

where Ib denotes investment goods purchased from the "rest-of-the-world."
m

We can now subdivide IbL into investment goods purchased by establishments

controlled by factors exogenous to the region. As was discussed earlier in con-

nection with the construction of the business income and product account, estab-

lishments controlled from outside the area will plan further investments in the

area in response to variables other than the rate of change of consumer demand

in the area. This is particularly true in the case of large corporations having

large extra-regional markets. This, of course, is not to say that such investment

plans are made completely independently of regional consumer demand. However,

any response to consumer demand can reasonably be assumed to be a prominent factor

in expansion by such firms only after a sustained growth of regional demand over

a relatively long period. Hence, from the perspective of a multiplier analysis

such expansion can safely be assumed to be autonomous in nature.

The method of subdividing establishments into locally-oriented and outside-

controlled will, of course, vary with the region under study. A reasonable

criterion for the Boulder area would be to include all unincorporated firms in

the locally-oriented category and divide corporations according to whether they

have main offices inside the region or out -- that is, include corporations hav-

ing only branches in the region as outside-controlled with regard to investment

planning.

Denote investment purchases by locally-oriented establishments (induced

business investment) by lb. , and purchases by outside-controlled local firms,

z 21/
Ib , indicating exogenous expenditures, m Then

X

(64) IbL = _. + Ib
l X

21/It should be pointed out that space and space-related firms are excluded

from this discussion because their activities are relatively independent of con-
sumer demand.
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Now suppose that lb. is the average investment per year (averaged over three

year periods) beginning with the initial impact of space activities. Then we

postulate that lb. is proportional to the total change in aggregate consumer
i

demand over these three year intervals. That is,

-- .!

(65) (Ib) r = 1b (C d - Cd ) .
l r+l r-i

Consumer demand is here interpreted in the broadest sense to include total

consumption expenditures purchased in the region plus any other transactions

between local consumers and local businesses. Included in consumer demand would

be new house purchases, premium payments to insurance companies, payments to real

estate companies, etc. Pure transfers such as the purchase of used assets would

not be included except for the marginal payments to local retail and wholesale

firms. Thus, in our accounting system,

(66) Cd = C + Ir ,

that is, consumer demand is equal to total consumption expenditures plus purchases

of new houses.

Unfortunately, the parameter, k5. , cannot be numerically estimated on the
i

basis of a one-year business survey. However, the following inequality will

hold for all areas except those undergoing vast expansions:

(67)n1 (I-h)r (¥b.)r

- Cd Cd
Cdr+l r- I r

=='Since (Yb)r is Ib averaged over periods r-l, r and r+l, this average
i i

investment can be computed for overlapping periods to yield expected investment

purchases for each period. That is,

1 [(_i)r (Ib i (_i)r+2_
E (Ib.)r+l = _ + ) r+l +

l

for r = I, 2, . .., k. This comprises a moving average over k periods.
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where Cd can be any level of total consumer demand, C d , Cd , and C d .
r-i r r+l

a relationship of the form,

Henc e

(68) _b = ib. (Cd Cd ) +
i I " o Ibio

Ibio , the ratio of total induced investment to local consumer demandwhere " =

Ibi Cd

o

in the base period, should be a lower limit for the postulated true relationship

represented by equation (65).

For a multiplier analysis, it is sufficient to determine the cumulative

effect of average (as defined above) induced investment. Furthe_ relationship

(67) can be utilized to calculate meaningful multipliers because it can safely

be assumed that these multipliers will not be over-estimated. Therefore, we let

equation (68) represent a conservative estimate of induced business investment

purchases and allocate the remainder of IbL into an autonomous category.

Residential construction -- Another category of investment goods produced

in the region and motivated by endogenous forces is residential construction.

This investment type varies with the net rate of change in the formation of new

households. Of course, many other factors enter in, such as the age composition

of residential dwellings in the area, the extent of overbuilding in recent years,

etc. However, a relationship analogous to equation (65) can be formulated as

follows:

n

=i'(% )
(69) Ir r r+l r-I

!

where (Y_ - Yd ) is the change iD Disposable Personal Income over the
r+l r-I

periods r-l, r, and rbl, resulting from an increase in population and i' is the
r

ratio of total purchases of new homes by such persons to their disposable in-

comes .23/

A conservative estimate of this relationship, analogous to equation (68),

would be

23/This ratio, which is an average propensity to invest in residential con-

struction, is assumed to be stable throughout the analysis.
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(70) Ir = ic (I -tno) ( o) (Y - Yo) + Ir
r o

where ir now refers to the ratio of total purchases of new houses to disposable

income for all residents.

Space and space-related activities -- Investment purchases by the space and

space-related sector will be considered autonomous for the multlpller analysis.

However, certain activities in these sectors, particularly in the National Bureau

of Standards, tend to be self-sustaining. If we let S(t) denote the rate of

growth of this agency's current output, then

(TZ) T = isS(t) ES S
r r

Q

where I s and E s denote average investment purchases from local businesses and
r r I

S
= ro ocurrent output respectively in the space-related sector and is -----.

E
S
rO

Total output in the space-related sector can then be formulated as

Ys = Es + Is = Es + isS(t) Es
r r r r r

or

(72) Y
S

r --E,..- -.- E,-.-.,.to

Local government activities -- All government spending except spending by

local government will be considered exogenous to the regional economy. Expendl-

tures.by local government tend to vary according to the tax base of the community.

Hence, we assume that a change in current government spending denoted by C L is

proportionately related to a change in Personal Income. That is. c

(73) GL = gc (Yp - Y ) +GL
c Po co
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GL
where gc c_.__._o.

Y
Po

Substituting Y - Y
P Po

from equation (32), we obtain

(74) GL = gc (1 - km) (Y - Yo) - k b (Yb " Yb )
c o

Now average local government investment is related to the change in local

government current expenditures as in the case of local business investment

purchases. Then a conservative estimate of such investment is given by

(75) IL = IL + ig (GL - GL )
g go c co

= IL + (Yp Ypo )go iygc "

IL
where i =

Y GL
co

Area output by local government is equal to total current expenditures plus

total investment spending in the area, Hence, if GL denotes total area product

by local government,

(76) GL = GL + IL = GL + gc (l + ig) (Yp .-Ypo )c g o

(77)

= GL° + gc (I + £g) I(l - km) (Y ,,Yo) - (Yb " Ybo) 1

Purchases outside the region by local government will, of course, be a component

of indirect imports.

The University of Colorado -- Throughout ehls analysis, activities of the

University of Colorado have been considered to be influenced by exogenous forces

such as state population growth and state policies related to higher education.
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Thus, for a multiplier analysis primarily concerned wlth the impact of some type

of exogenous expenditure, both current and capital spending by the University

should be combined into autonomous expenditure. Because time series data are

available from the University the approach can be varied from that followed in

sectors where only cross-section data are available.

Suppose that we find an average growth rate for the University's current

expenditures over some period prior to the base year. z4/^" Let u(t) denote this

rate which will correspond closely to the average rate of growth of the Univer-

slty's total student enrollment. Then proceeding in a manner similar to that

followed in the space sector, let I denote average investment expenditures by
U

the University in the region and U denote expenditures on current activities.
C

Then

(78) I --i • u(t) . u
U U C

where i =
U

I
U

0 o
m

U
C

0

Total University product in the region (Yu) is given by

(79) Y =U +I
U C U

= +i u • u(t) 1+u(t UcI + u(_ Uco O

= i + u(t + i u Co

University purchases outside the area, of course, are indirect imports. 25/

2-_4/The length of this period depends on the long-run growth pattern of the

University. Thls period should not include a period of radlcal transition in the

University's activities.

25/Investment purchases outside the region will not be included in H because

only intermediate purchases from the "rest-of-the.world" for production o_ current

account determine M .
r
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Production of Investment Goods

The previous five sections have considered investment goods produced in the

region strictly from the "buyer" point of view. This approach is necessary for

a proper identification of induced investment since all investment goods sold to

persons or organizations outside the region are exogenously determined. Hence,

all such export investment goods will be considered a type of autonomous expendi-

ture.

If I denotes total gross investment goods produced in the region and I
e

denotes total investment goods sold to the "rest-of-the-world," then

= Ibi +I +I +I(80) I + Ir gL e a

where Ia is a residual category combininE all remaining forms of autonomous

investment. This category includes the following types of investment spending:

(1) all investment goods purchased by outside-controlled firms in the region,

(2) investment purchases by all establishments in the space and space-related

sectors, (3) investment purchases by all government agencies except local govern-

ment, and (4) investment spending by the University.

Combining equations (64), (66), (68), (70) and (80) we obtain

(81) I -- ib (Cd - Cd ) + Ibi ° + ir (I - t-no) (rYno) (Y - Yo ) + Io rc

oE

- + Ia+ IgG c (Yp Ypo ) + lL + Ie
go

I " ib (C - Co) + (I + ib) ir (I - _no ) (rY--no) (y - Yo )

+ igGc (YP " YPo ) + (le " leo ) + (Ia " Iao ) + Ic

where

Ic " Iblo + Iro + ILgo + !eo + leo'
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(82)

Substituting equation (77) for IL gives us
g

- -I = ib (C - CO ) + I + ib) ir (i - tno) (rYno) + gc (Hig) (i - km - Y

- kbg= (1+ ig)(Yb " Yb ) + (Ie - Ie ) + (Ia " la ) + Io
O O O

Integration of the Model

The separate relationships developed in previous sections are integrated

into a complete model in this section. Aggregate income and employment multi-

pliers are then developed from the integrated model.

Let us begin by rearranging equation (i) in the following manner:

(83)
(Ibi + IL + la )

Y = C + E + (GL + Ga) + + Ir
c g

where total government spending on current account,_,Gci ,
is incorporated into

induced government spending by local government in the region, G L , and all other
C

government spending, G a. The subscript a indicates that all government current

expenditure except that of local government is a form of autonomous expenditure.

Total investment by both area businesses and government agencies, L.J>'IBi
+

l lGi, is broken down into three of induced (Ibl ,
categories investment

Ir ,
and

IL ), and a residual category which will be considered autonomous in character (Ia) .
g

Let us first derive multipliers excluding induced investment of all types.

Combining all types of investment, government current expenditures (including

local government), and total exports into an autonomous category, Ya, we have

Y - Yo = (C - Co) + (Ya " Ya ) ' or
0

(84) /_Y = _C + _Ya

Substituting equation (52) into (84), we have
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/_Y (I - Cy) = /_Ya ' and

(85)
Z_Y 1

L_AAYa I - CY

The latter is an aggregate income multiplier for the region assuming that all

investment and government activity is autonomous and that earned income has a

linear, homogeneous relationship to Area Income.

From equation (18),

_86> /_-- _/%

X X
where = e "-q = __oo

_--- D ey g

o o

Then substituting equation (84) into (86), we have

AE-- _. %'-K--

Z_E (I- cy)--_ Z_Ya , then

(87) /_E = ____

•"/_Ya I - CY

is an aggregate employment multiplier based on the above assumptions.
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Let us now estimate multipliers assuming the types of induced investment

indicated in equation (83). We will use the non-homogeneous leakage relation

implicit in equation (51). Substituting equation (51) into equation (83) we have

(88) /_Y = /_C + /_G L +AG a + /hIbi + /_Ir + AIL + AIa + /_E
c g

=C
a
AY-Cb /hYb÷AGL + AGa ÷/_Ib.÷ A_r + AIL

c l g

+/_I +AE
a

Now substitute equations (82), (83) and (74) into (88),

(89) AY = (Ca /hY - Cb /_Yb) + _gc (I " km) /_Y " _ AYb_

+/h°a+(/h_b.+ /h_r+/hI_)+ A_a+/hE
I g

+ /hG a + ib /hC + iz /h_ " iw /hYb + /hIa + /hE

= (ca /hY- Cb AYb ) + Igc (I " km) /hY " _ AYbl

+ /hG a + ib (Ca /hY - Gb /hYb ) + iz AY " iw AYb + _la + _E

= I Ca + gc (I" km ) + Ca ib + iz1 /hY

or
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/_Y = E(I + ib) Ca + gc (I - kin)+ izi
_Y

l + ib) Cb + kb + i_ AYb+AGa+ AIa+ AE

where iz = (1 + ib) ir (I - t-no) (rYno) + gc (ig) (1 - kin) and iw ffi_ gc (ig)-

Also, _I e in equation (82) is combined into /_E in (89). For the calculation

of multipliers, let

(90) _Ya = _Ga+ _Ia+ _E

Now from equation (31),

(91) _Yb = _C + /_I + /_E

- /_y - /_G a - _G L •
C

However, from equation (74),

(92) /_G L -gc (I-kin) /_Y- kb /_Yb o
C

_Yb was dlsaggregated from /_Y because the major pro=esslng leakages

separating earned personal income from area value added were corporate und_strl-

buted profits, total business taxes (corporate and indirect), and capital con-

sumption allowances -- all of which derive primarily from the flow of income

through the business sector.

Therefore, substituting equation (92) into equation (91), we obtain

(93)
/_Yb = II - gc (I - kin)1 /_Y + _ _Yb " _Ga ,
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AY b L1 - k = " gc (1 - km) AY - AG a ,

or

= I 1 " gc (I - - . 1 ,

--a A_ - b A%
Y g

whera a 1 - go (1 - M andb -
y" I - kb g 1 kb "

Equaelon (93) then represents the non-homogeneous relationship between total

area business income and Area Income.

Substituting equation (93) into equation (89) we obtaln

(94) /_Y = [(I + ib) Ca +gc (I - k_ + Iz] _Y

- [(I + ib) Cb + kb + _wl lay /_Y " b8 /_Oal

+ As a + _I a+_E ,

or

A_-dAY+ (I +B) AOa+ AIa + _Z

where _= (1 + i b) (C a - (bay) + g¢ (1 - k) + i z

and B = b8 I(1 + ib) Cb ÷, + iw_

- ay (kb + lw) ,
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Relation (94) can then be used to find two types of multipliers. First,

assume that we have a change in autonomous government expenditure, /_G a. Then

the income multiplier derived from equation (94) is

A
(95) M - _ Y - 1 + B

g AG
a

This is the government expenditure multiplier.

If there is a change in autonomous business expenditures, call it /_B
a

where

+ A E ,26/(96) /_B a = _I a --

then from equation (94) we obtain a business sector multiplier given by

Ay 1

(97) Mb" A B I -
a

The difference between these two _Itlpllers derives from the Initial pro-

cessKng leakage of any form of business expenditure. For example, if a firm in

the space sector receives a government contract of, say, $1 milllon_ employees

of the firm will receive only a fraction of this amount because a considerable

portion will be spent on imported materials and supplies, some will be taken in

the form of business taxes, and some wlU go into the retained earnings of the

corporation. However, in the case of government expenditure, nothing is deducted

in the form of taxes or profits; hence, a larger part of the initial expenditure

is on wages and salarles.

From equation (86), employment multlpllers corresponding to (95) and (97)

are

(98) P . A _. _ (i+ B)
=' , and

a

2-_6/This will include autonomous government investment because the investme.t

expenditure flows through the business sector even though the source of the expend-
iture is some level of government.
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A,. E
(99) Pb = /_ B I - C_

a

Implementation of the Multiplier Models

Tables X-i and X-2 apply the data from the regional income and product

accounts to the multiplier models developed in this chapter. In some instances

there are slight discrepancies between the data in Chapter VIII and the values

used in Tables X-I and X-2. These discrepancies grew out of refinements made

in the income and product accounts after the tables had been completed, and time

constraints did not permit reconciliations. The discrepancies are not large

enough to be significant, however.
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TABLE X-I

PARAMETERS FOR STATISTICAL IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE AGGREGATE INCOME ANALYSIS

Description of parameters Numerical value

APC's for the student and resident populations

Cso = aggregate Boulder consumption by students

C = aggregate Boulder consumption by residents
no

Yd ffidisposable income of students
SO

Yd = disposable income of residents
no

APC s = Cs/Y d = c
S

S

APC n = Cn/Y d = cn
n

Aggregation of sectoral employment functions

Aggregate slope

e = I/x /, x.e.
33

$ 32,796,095

86,334,300

37,329,069

119,353,319

.879

.723

0.00002256

Aggregate intercept, E
0

New household migration propensity

Total gross output, X
0

Gross area product plus imports (final demand), Y
O

Average number of employees per household, h

Migration propensity

17,500

664,465,000

271,159,582

1.34

r = eX /hY
0 0

0,00004124

(conC._ued)
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TABLE X-I (cont.)

Description of parameters Numerical value

Average household personal income for the resident

population,
no

Business leakages

Total product generated in the business sector plus

business imports, Yb
0

Undistributed corporate profits, P
r
o

Total business taxes (indirect business taxes plus

corporate taxes), Tb
0

Capital consumption allowances, CCA
O

Business leakage factor, kb

$ 9,543

219,649,652

2,581,345

11,335,708

9,563,045

kb = (Pr + Tb + CCAo)/Yb
O O O

•107

Indirect import leakage

Total imports of business and governmentp Mr
0

Total output of business and government plus

imports, Yo

Import leakage factor,

130,634,510

271,159,582

km = Mr/Zo
O

.482

Allocation of personal income between students and
residents

Personal income of the student population, YPso

Personal income of the resident population, YPno

37,951.024

147,525,597

(continued)
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TABLE X- 1 (cont.)

Description of parameters Numerical value

Total area personal income, Y
Po

Average leakage factor,

_= (Pr + Tb
O O

+M )/To+ CCAo r
O

$185,476,621

.5684

Average propensity to tax

Total personal taxes of residents, Tno

Total personal taxes of students, T
SO

Non-student APT, t
no

28,794,233

28,172,278

621,955

tno= Tno/YPn °
.191

Student APT, t
SO

tso ffi Tso/YPs °
,0164

Total government wages and salaries in Boulder

Percentage distribution of income between students and residents

Pn = Y /Y (residents)
Pno Po

40,204jO16

•795

Ps = YPso/YPo (students)
.205

Benchmarks for aggregate consumption

Total consumption _ncluding direct imports, Ct
0

135_138,064

(continued)
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Table X-1 (cont.)

Desc,rlption of parameters
Numerieal value

Total resident consumption, Ct
no

Total student consumption, Ct
SO

Local consumption, C
0

Students, Cso

Residents, Cno

Direct imports, M
O

Students, M
$O

Residents, M
no

Disposable income

Entire population, Yd
O

Students, Yd
SO

Residents, Yd
no

Regression slopes of spending patterns

Average slope of spending pa_ternwe£ghted by the
income frequencies in the income brackets.

Residents :

c n = I/n _ flbl

$ 95,815,026

39,323,040

119,130,395

32,796,095

86,334,300

16,007,669

6,526.945

9,480,724

156.682.388

37,329,069

119,353,319

,3548

Students: c s = b i, or the regression slope of the

lowest income bracket .4847

(coe_.i_ed)
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TABLE X- 1 (cont.)

Description of parameters Numerical value

m

rY
no

1__ = 0.912

eX
= 0.00005527

Total business flnal demand (includlng imports), Yb
O

Average propensities to import

I

Students : m = Hso/Y.-s d
SO

$208,544,753

.1748

m

Residents : mn = Hno/Y d
no

.0794

Average propensities to save:

Student personal saving, S
SO

Resident personal saving, S
no

Total personal saving, S
O

Student average propensity to save, _so - Sso/¥ d

- 1,993,971

+23,538,295

+21,5t_,324

- .013

Residents average propensity to save, _no = Sno/Yd
0

+ .150

Total propensity to save, _o = So/Y d
0

+ .138

Propensity to invest by locally-orlented firms

Total investment expenditures in the region by locally-

oriented firms, (Ibi)o
15,965,664

(continued)
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TABLE X- 1 (cone.)

Description of parameters Numerlcal value

Expenditures for residential construction, I r
0

= +I
Total consumer demand in the area, Cd CO ro

0

Propensity to invest, i b = (Ibl)o/Cdo

Migration effect on residential construction

Propensity to in_-est, i r r d
0 no

$ 10,874,908

130,005,303

•123

•.091

Induced expenditure by local government

Current expenditure by local government in the

base year, CL
CO

Induced expenditure by local government, gc = GLco/Yp °

Local government expenditures on capital account,
go

Induced investment by local government, i E = ILgo/GLc °

Autonomous investment expenditur es

Total export investment goods, I
e

o

Total investment expenditures inside the region by
non-locally-oriented firms, I

a
o

8,645,812

.047

1,770,456

• 205

9,641,2_8

2,072,089
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TABLE X-2

COMPUTATIONAL OUTLINE FOR IMPLENENTATION OF THE

AGGREGATE INCOME ANALYSIS

I. Allocatlon of personal income between students and residents

A. Students:

Y

Ps° EY -rY (Y - Yo)_YPs " Y = _ p noPso Po " YPo

Y ffi 60,473,873 + 205 Y - 0.0807 Y
Ps P

B. Residents :

Y

YPn " YPno yPno P " YPo

Po

m

YPn -60,473,873 + .795 Yp + 0,0807 Y

II° Processing leakages in Personal Income

A. Average leakage factor

I. Non-homogeneous approximation:

YP " YPo (1 - km) (Y Yo ) " kb (Yb " Ybo )

Yp .518 Y - 0.107 Yb 116,958,150

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

2. Homogeneous approximation:

YP " YPo (1 -__,) (Y - Yo)

Y = 68,444,145 + .4316 Y
P

III. Tax leakages

A. Students:

- --- - - r_o CY-Yo_Ts Ts° ts°Ps EYP YPo

T ffi0.00336 Y - 0.001323Y+ 357,315
s p

B. Residents:

- E,p -Tn " Tn° " tn°Pn " YPo " rYn° (Y " Y + tn°rYn° (¥ " Y°)

T = 0.15184 Y - 0.01543 Y - 11,554,995
n p

C. Entire population:

T - TO = (tsoPs + tnoPn) - - r_ (Y-_o)_EYP YPo no

+ t--norYno (Y- Yo )

T = 0.15520 Y
P

- 0.016753 Y - 11,197,680

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

IVe Disposable income

A. Students:

Yd " Yd = (i - tso) Ps
s so Ey - y - rY (Y- Yo)[P Po no 3

Yd = 0.2016 Yp - 0.07935 Y + 21,516,448
s

B. Residents:

Yd " Yd = (I - tno) Pn p " Y - rY (Y " Yo
n no Po no

+ Cl- t-o) =_o CY- Yo)

Yd = 0.643 Yp
n

+ 0.0654 Y " 17,710,843

V. Local consumption

A. Local consumption as a £unctlo_ of personal and gross area income

I. Students:

c s _ c s + c s (I - _so ) Ps
O

C - 0.09773 Y - 0.3936 Y + 121,397,876
s p

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

2. Residents:

= +c (l -_no ) PnCn Cno n _P" YPo" r_"° (Y " Y°)_

+o\_-_\o__\o_-_o_

C = 0.2282 Y + 0.14038 Y + 9,216,680
n p

3. Entire population:

C = C ° + Ca (Y " Yo ) " Cb (Y - Ybo )

a.

Ca = fE s (1 - _s_Ps + Cn E' ''

c = ,27074
a

cb = .03487

C ffi 152,988,606 + .27074 Y - 0.03487 Yb

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

Be Local consumption as a function of gross area income assuming linear
homogeneous leakage relationships

le

c=c +c (Y-
o y Yo )

,,. to pr,] [,.-
_ _ |

+ cn (I -tno) rYnoj = 0.24258

C = 53,352,504 + 0.24258 Y

C. Local consumption as a function of Disposable Personal Income

I. Students :

Cs = Cs + (Cs " _ ) (Yd " Yd )
0 0

Cs - 0.013874 Yd + 30,622,284

2, Residents:

" C + (cn D÷cCn no " A" n • AF-)(Yd " Zd )
0

Cn = 0.6823 Yd " 20,570,093

3. Entire populatlon:

C-C +
O (Yd " Yd )

0

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

a. D = (1- tno)Pn " _; .-_ ,/

b.

B = (i - tso) Ps
(i - rLo) = 0.01774

Co

F: (1- trio)-i (I "_.)
= 0.7378

<E - - ,] • r,---,._old. A= 1-_,,,s+,,-,:,,o,,, L<_:_,j

-+ i -tno o = 0.81214

(1 "I)

C = 0.6962 Yd + 10,052,191

VI, Direct imports by households

A. Students:

-(_)= + m (Yd " Yd )
Ms MS. s o

Ms = 0.03818 Yd + 4,362,811

B. Residents:

M -M +
n no

Mn = 0.07765 Yd " 2,685,663
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

C. Entire population:

+ • B+m nM= M°
A )• D + mnF) " (Yd - Yd )

O

M = 0.1158 Yd + 1,677,148

D. Total imports by households as a function of gross area income

M=Mo+m (_-Y)y o

+m n (1 - tno ) rY = 0.02527

M = 8,266,063 + 0.02527 Y

VII, Induced investment expenditures inside Boulder

A, Inveszment expenditumea by locally-oPiented firms

Zbi= i b (Cd - Cdo) + _bi °

Ibi = 0.123 Cd

B, Expenditures for res£dential construc_ion inside Boulder

I r - ir (_ - t-o) (r_o) (_- Yo) + _
0

I r = 0.029 Y + 3,011,280 (continued)
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C. Investment expenditures by local government

i. Current expenditure by local government

G_ c --gc (Yp- Ypo> +G_ Co

G c 0. 047 Yp

2. Investment expenditures

= +. -y )
Ig Ig° iggc (YP Po

I = 0.009635 Y
g P

Do Total Investment

m m
I = ib (C - Co) + 1 + ib) Ir (i -tno) • (rYno) + gc (I + ig)

(I " km)_ EY - Y°_" kbgc (I + ig) (Yb " Yb ) + (le " le )+o o

+ (Ia - Ia ) + Io
0

I = 0,123 C + 0.0326 Y - 0.00606 Yb " 22,161,764

VIII. Multipliers

A. Simple multiplier assuming no induced investment or local government

activity and a linear homogeneous leakage relationshlp

I. Income multiplier:

I
M = = 1.320

y (1 - Cy)

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cont.)

2. Employment multiplier :

M = _-- = 0.000073

e (1 - Cy)

eX

0

.000153

Bo Multipliers assuming induced investment, local government expenditure,

and non-homogeneous leakage relationships

I. Necessary parameters:

a. i z = (1 + ib) • ir • (1 - t--no) (rYno) + igg c (1 - km)

= 0.03752

b. iw = _gcig = .001031

, gc1" d : _b) - 1.o9255

1d. b = _. = I.I19S2
(1Y

e. c_ - (I + ib) (ca - Cbay ) + gc (I - km) + Iz - ay

(k b + i w) = .26926

q 0.164826

(continued)
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TABLE X-2 (cone.)

2. Income multipliers

a. Generated by an autonomous change in government expenditures:

M = (I +_) = 1.594

g (1 -cA )

b. Generated by an autonomous change in business exports or

investment expenditure:

I
Mb ffi = 1.368

(1-_)

3. Employment multipliers

a. Government induced:

= 0.0000881

b. Business induced:

Pb '_ _ 0.0000756
(1 - ok)
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The central objective of this study was the development of estimates of

the total impact of space and space-related activities on the Boulder economy.

Three separate approaches were followed: (a) the preliminary economic base

study, and (b) the input-output analysis contained in Part I of this report;

and (c) the income-product accounts developed in Part II.

It is clear that space and space-related activities have been major con-

tributors to the growth of the Boulder economy during the past decade. A first

approximation to the employment impact of space and related programs was obtained

from the economic base analysis of Chapter I. The preliminary analysis, based

entirely upon published data, resulted in an employment multiplier of 2.5.

This admittedly crude technique suggested that the employment of an additional

worker in space and related activities would result in the eventual employment

of an additional 1.5 workers in all other sectors of the Boulder economy. The

economic base approach fails to take into account various leakages from the

local economy, however, and in the preliminary analysis some non-space activi-

ties were aggregated with those subsequently defined as space or space-related.

Because of these limitations, the initial employment multiplier was useful

only as a suggested upper limit to the multipliers subsequently calculated by

more sophisticated techniques.

The detailed input-output analysis, based upon primary data obtained

through surveys, produced both income and employment multipliers. _urthermore,

both types of multipliers were calculated for all sectors of the local economy.

Using a new type of multiplier (referred to as Type III in the report) it was

estimated that every additional dollar of direct income generated by the space

sector would add $0.43 of indirect and induced income to the community. The

comparable multiplier for the space-related sector was 1.29. The Type III

employment multiplier for both the space and space-related sectors also came

to 1.29. The identity of employment multipliers in the space and space-related

sectors is indicative of the similarity of economic structure in the two types

of activities which have been separated for analytical purposes in this study.

The identity of the employment multiplier in the space and space-related sectors

and the income multiplier in the latter is, of course, pure coincidence.
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Using the Type III multipliers the implications of a recent $9 million

NASA contract award in Boulder were investigated. Assuming that this repre-

sented an addition to the output of the space sector, and that no capital

expansion is necessary, it was estimated that local production will increase

by about $15.5 million. When all direct, indirect and induced effects have

worked themselves out, it is estimated that $3.5 million of this total will go

to households as additional income payments. It is also estimated that the

contract award will generate 678 additional man-years of employment.

The emphasis throughout Part I of the study was on disaggregation; that is,

the estimation of income and employment multipliers by sector. Part II is con-

cerned with the development of income and product accounts for the Boulder

area, and the estimetion of a_re_at e multipliers. The aggregate multipliers

can be used in a number of ways. For example, they can be applied to an incre-

ment to household income to estimate the total addition to the Boulder income

stream after accounting for import, tax and savings leakages. Aggregate multi-

pliers have also been derived for broad sectors, such as "government." These

can be used for estimating the impact of changes within such sectors.

Another type of multiplier developed in Part II is one showing the local

impact of exogenous changes in business investment or exports. The value of

this multiplier is 1.37 -- slightly lower than the 1.43 income multiplier for

the space sector, but higher than the 1.29 income multiplier for the space-

related sector.

It is interesting to note, however, that when the investment-export employ-

ment multiplier is applied to the space sector the results correspond closely

to those derived from the input-output analysis. Using the example of the

recent $9 million contract awarded to an establishment in the Boulder space

sector, the input-output analysis resulted in an estimated increase in employ-

ment of 678 man-years. The aggregate investment-export employment multiplier

applied to the same example shows an estimated increase of 684 man-years. The

difference (0.9 per cent) is well within the limits of sampling variation.

While there are conceptual differences between the two types of multipliers

used in this illustration, the similarity of the results given above is

encouraging. It suggests that both the sectoral and the aggregate employment

multipliers provide reliable estimates of the final impacts of exogenous changes

in the system.

Because of the differences in emphasis, the multipliers derived in Parts

I and II of this study are not directly comparable. In Part I an effort was
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made to estimate the total changes in income and employment in the community

resulting from exogenous changes in a given sector. The aggregative analysis

of Part II deals with much broader classifications of economic activity. As

noted earlier the two parts of the study are not competitive in any sense; they

are complementary. For some purposes it is useful to know the total impact of

an exogenous change in a given sector. This is the case, for example, if one

is interested in analyzing the local income and employment impacts of changes

in the space program. For other purposes, however, such detail is not neces-

sary. If one is interested, for instance, in analyzing the impact of changes

in investment or exports in general, the aggregate multipliers of Part II should

be used. Similarly, the question might arise: How will a change in the level

of government activity affect the local economy? The answer to this question

can he obtained by using the aggregate government multiplier. Because there

are different patterns of tax, import and savings leakages from sector to

sector, the detailed multipliers obtained from the input-output analysis will

differ from the aggregate multipliers computed in Part II. Each type of multi-

plier serves a useful purpose, however, depending upon the objective of a

specific analysis.
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APPENDIX II-I

IMPUTED RENT AND INTEREST

Ren.___.tC

Home ownership in the national income and product accounts is treated as a

business, producing house services which are sold to the homeowner in his capacity

as a tenant. These sales are estimated in terms of the sum for which the parti-

cular type of home could be rented. The expenses of homeowners are then deducted

to obtain the imputed net rent of the homeowner. The imputed gross sales becomes

a part of sales to persons, or consumer expenditures of household services, and

!/
imputed net rent becomes a part of the rental income of persons.

The specific formulation of the two imputed items considered here is best

understood if an outline is given for the estimation of space rent and net rent

for nonfarm rented dwellings (as defined in the national accounts). Essentially

the procedure is as follows:

(1% A._ ae4-4_-*4-a AK _-_ *..--%._ ^_ --.-- 4:.-- A...1 1 a----.

(2) An estimate is made for average annual rent of nonfarm dwellings.

(3) The product of (1) and (2) gives a derived estimate of total contract

rent.

(4) An estimate of landlords' expenses for facility and utility services

included in rent is deducted from (3) to obtain personal consumption expenditure

fo_._rsa_R__q_ren._._C.These expenses include (a) expenses for the use of cookstoves,

refrigerators, and furnishings; and (b) expenses for the use of electricity, fuel,

water, gas, and other miscellaneous charges.

(5) The landlords' other expenses are deducted from (4) to obtain ne__!t

re_tal income o_fflandlords. These expenses include (a) depreciation charges for

property, (b) taxes on property, (c) mortgage interest payments and other
2/

charges.-

Since the methods used to estimate the imputed item of rental income as well

as the corresponding consumer expenditure closely parallel the methods used for

rental housing, a brief description will be given of the procedures used to estl-

mate the items in (I) - (5), with the differences noted for all the imputed items.

!/National Income, Office of Business Economics, U. S, Department of

Commerce, 1954, p. 46.

2/Ibi___d., p. 87.
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(I') The total number of tenant-occupied as well as owner-occupied nonfarm

dwelling units are estimated from the decennial Censuses of Population and Hous-

ing.

(2') Estimates for the mean rental value of owner-occupied units are based

on the 1940 Census of Population and Housing. Enumerators were instructed to

base their estimates for owner-occupied dwellings on the basis of actual rents

being charged for similar dwellings in the neighborhood. The main criterion for

comparison was the market value of the individual dwellings.

(3') The 1940 estimate for mean rental value was extrapolated from 1940,

as follows: (a) The mean rental value of all occupied units combined was extra-

polated by mean rent for rented units, which in turn had been estimated directly

from the decennial censuses and the sample surveys made by the Census Bureau;

(b) the means for all occupied units and for rented units were multiplied respec-

tively by the corresponding number of units; and (c) these products were differ-

enced to obtain aggregate rental value of owner-occupied units.

(4') The average cost of providing each type of facility for one dwelling

is calculated as the sum of annual depreciation plus maintenance cost. The esti-

mates of average maintenance cost are flat rates based on trade opinion. De-

preciation averages are calculated from the estimated original average price of

the equipment by straight-line amortization over the estimated useful life of the

equipment.

The total expense to be deducted for each item is then estimated by multi-

plying the average cost of providing the item by an estimate of the number of

dwellings for which the item is provided at the landlord's expense. _/-

The expenses for utilities are estimated in a similar manner.

The imputed expenses for owner-occupied dwellings are based on the esti-

mates for tenant-occupied dwellings; they are merely adjusted proportionately to

the ratio -- (number of owner-occupied dwelllngs)/(number of tenant-occupied

dwellings).

(5') Depreciation is derived by applying a flat rate of 2% (this rate is

based on several surveys of the average length of the useful life of dwellings)

to the estimated original cost value of all nonfarm dwellings. Property taxes

_/The average expense is estimated from a 1950 Survey of Consumer Expendi-

tures, and the total number for which the item is provided at the landlord's ex-

pense is estimated from the Financial Survey of Urban Housing.
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are estimated from the property tax series, this being based upon a detailed study

of State and local government fiscal reports and other data sources. Mortgage

interest was estimated primarily on the basis of the Survey of Residential Financ-

Ing. Other property expense which consists of estimates for repair and mainte-

nance, insurance, and miscellaneous costs are also estimated from various kinds

of sample survey data.

Let us now consider what modifications, if any, should be made with respect

to the concepts of net rental income, rental expenditure, etc., used in the na-

tional income accounts. First, since the net rental income figure determined

from the household survey data is net of all expenses on property, including taxes,

mortgage interest, etc., then the national income definition of net rental in-

come can be very easily implemented empirically. Also, an estimate of actual rent

payments can be obtained from the household data.

Of course these payments will include some utility and all facility expenses

which are included in the rent, but charged to the landlord. In fact, it would

be very difficult to estimate these expenses without access to very extensive

data sources (such as those used in estimating these items for the national ac-

counts). For this reason and also for another reason to be presented shortly, it

would be best for us to define the expenditures for sap__q_ rent as the gross amount

received by landlords, including all expenses except utilities and excluding pro-

perty taxes. Let us designate the expenditure for space rent and the net rental

income by R and R respectively. R would be included under consumption of ser-
g n g

vices on the expenditure side. The difference R - R would be allocated to
g n

personal saving (disinvestment) similar to the way in which payments out of cur-

rent income for residential housing are considered a form of personal saving.

This would, of course, be a negative quantity.

The above definitions can be extended to the corresponding imputed items

for owner-occupied dwellings in the logical manner. Let us designate these im-

puted items as R' and R'. R' can be estimated from a llst of property value
g n g

assessments associated with the household survey together with a schedule of rent-

al payments vs. assessed value, obtained from local real estate agencies. R'
n

can then be computed as the same percentage of R' as R was of R °- that is,
g n g

R' can be assumed to be in the same proportion to R' as Rn is to R ,
n g g

R' R R
n__ __n__._ R, = R'
R' R -'7 n g R
g g g
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Since we can obtain an estimate for Rn, Rg, and R;, we can compute R'n from

the above formula. The assumption implicit in this calculation is that the ex-

penses for the upkeep of owner-occupied property, taxes, etc. is in the same

proportion to imputed rent as the expenses for rental property is to actual rent.

This assumption may not be very realistic if all rental property in the community

is highly concentrated in old buildings needing a great deal of maintenance and

improvement compared to all other property.

Estimation of Imputed Rental Income

The following procedure was then used to estimate imputed rental expendi-

tures and income in this study.

(I) Market value of owner-occupied housing is estimated to be $251,489,543

based on a county assessment of $76,726,962 for owner-occupied housing (market

value is assumed to be about three tim_s the assessed value).

(2) Interviews with individuals well informed in rental real estate revealed

(3) R' = .08 (251,489,543) = 20,119,163
g

(4) Real rental expenditures and income are $21,931,667 and $11,140,732

respectively (estimated from the business and household survey data).

(5) Therefore,

R

R' = R' __n
n g R

g

: ($20,119,163)

21,931

Interest

In the national accounts, imputed interest paid by financial intermediaries

is measured as the excess of property income received over property income actual-

ly returned in monetary form to owners of the funds entrusted to the intermedi-

ary. This amount is considered part of the personal interest component of nation-

al income, and an equivalent amount (imputed service charges) is included in

4/
personal consumption expenditures for services.-

For all financial intermediaries except commercial banks, the flows of im-

puted interest paid by intermediaries are treated as going directly to persons.

_/National Income, 9.P_- ci.__tt.,p. I00.
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For commercial banks (including Federal Reserve Banks), imputed interest is al-

located among the recipients by the use of estimates of the ownership of depos-
5/

its.-

Since the necessary information for obtaining estimates of the allocation

of deposits among persons, business and government is not available in the busi-

ness survey data, it would probably be best to consider the flows of imputed in-

terest from all financial intermediaries as accruing to persons.

Imputed interest can then be estimated from the business questionnaire by

sunmling the rental income, net interest income, and the net dividends (in most

cases a negative item) of all financial intermediaries. The following establish-

ments would be considered financial intermediaries: commercial banks, Fede=al

Reserve banks, finance companies, stock life insurance carriers, mutual savings

banks, mutual life insurance carriers, savings and loan associations, credit

unions, and investment trusts.

5--/Ibi.._d.,p. 102.
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ANALTERNATIVEAPPROACHTO THEALLOCATIONOFRENTALINCOME

326,

A significant part of net rental income in the Personal Income Account ac-

crues to persons using their property in a strictly business sense and it would

be helpful, from the perspective of an impact study, to separate rent according

to the type of service with which it is associated. Rents could be categorized

according to whether they are payments for (i) the use of property by local busi-

nesses, or (2) for services provided to households. If this were done the break-

down of rental income in Table VIII-7 would be as follows:

Rental income of persons

Rental income accruing to area residents

For business uses

For household uses

Rental income accruing to non-residents

For business uses

For household uses

It might also be desirable to further divide resident and non-resident rent-

al income into two more categories: (I) that portion of rental income associated

with the "large scale" use of property for rendering household services, and

(2) that portion associated with "small scale" rental property. Such a breakdown

could be used as a basis for determining the impact of in-migration on the com-

mercial construction of apartment houses, or the impact of an increased student

population on residential construction. However, this kind of breakdown would

be difficult to implement, not only because of a lack of detailed information on

rental property, but also because of the difficulty of determining a good divid-

ing line between "large scale" and "small scale" operations.

Excluding the last mentioned breakdown, it is still necessary to consider

the division of rental income between value added to the business sector and value

added to the household sector. To be consistent with the national accounts, how-

ever, all actual rental services have been considered in this study as production

generated in the business sector.
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APPENDIX II-III

DERIVATION OF THE GROSS SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT ACCOUNT

This appendix contains a derivation of the gross savings and investment

account from the four basic sector accounts -- business, personal, "rest-of-the-

world," and all of the government accounts (Federal, State, University and local).

Also, a short discussion of the differences in personal interest income and the

interest component of Area Income will be included.

We begin the derivation by summarizing the business and personal sector

accounts as follows:

Business Account

Wb

(Wb )
i

SScb

PR
c

i b

R°

1

UP

UP.
1

= wages and salaries paid

to area residents

= wages and salaries paid

to incommuters

= total employee and em-

ployer contributions to

Social Security

= total employee and em-

ployer contributions to

private retirement funds

= net interest payments

from business to area

households and financial

intermediaries

= net interest payments

from business to the

"rest-of-the-world"

= net rental income gener-
ated in the area includ-

ing imputed rental in-

come

= net rental payments ac-

cruing to the "rest-of-

the-world"

= unincorporated profits

accruing to area resi-
dents

= unincorporated profits

accruing to the "rest-of-
the-world"

Cb

Ib

I
r

I
g

G

E

Imp f

R'
n

Ainv

Less :

Mi

Equals

= consumer goods and services
sold to area residents

= investment goods sold to busi-

nesses in the area

= residential construction in

the area

= investment goods sold to

government

= sales to government which are

purchased on current account

= total sales to the "rest-of-

the-world"

= imputed product of financial
intermediaries

= imputed net rental income

for owner-occupied housing

= change in inventories

= total imports by business

Gross Business Product
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D

Di

T b

Sb

Tr b

(Trb) "
1

SD

CCA

= net dividends accruing to
the area

= net dividends accruing to

the "rest-of-the-world"

= total business taxes (cor-

porate and indirect business

taxes)

= undistributed corporate

profits

= business transfer payments
to the area

= business transfer payments
to the "rest-of-the-world"

= statistical discrepancy

= capital consumption
allowances

Gross Business Product

WD
W
g

W
O

R

R
O

i
P

D

D
O

UP

UP
O

Persor_n I

= total wages and salaries

received by area residents

from government

= total outcommuter wages and
salaries

= net rental income from

property outside the region

= personal interest income

including imputed interest

= dividend receipts from out-

side the region

= unincorporated profit

accruing to the "rest-of-

the-world"

= direct compensation of

employees inside the region

_ & _ %,.._J I.LL L L,.

Cb

i h

ih.
1

Impf

C
g

R !
n

T
P

T
U

S
P

= purchases of consumer goods from

outside the area (direct imports)

= total interest payments inside
the area

= total interest payments to the
"rest-of-the-world"

= purchases from government such as

expenditures for water, sewage,

University services, etc.

= total personal taxes

= tuition payments

= personal saving

Personal Income
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Personal Account (cont.)

(Tr) b

(Tr b)
O

T
r
g

PR
P

SS
P

GR
P

(gt) o

= business transfer pay-

ments from the "rest-

of-the-world"

= government transfer pay-

ments to area residents

(excluding Social Secur-

ity, etc.)

= payments from private

pension funds to area

= Social Security pay-

ments to area

= payments from government

retirement funds

= net gifts from the "rest-

of-the-world"

Personal Income

Consider now a consolidated general government current account balancing

total receipts and outlays with the region.

General Government Consolidated Current Account with the Area

(Wg) c
r

(SSCg) c
r

G

Tr

g

SS
P

GR
P

GS

= total wages and salaries

paid to area residents

on current account

= employee and employer

contributions to Social

Security on current

account

= surplus of government

Total Government Income

Tb

T
P

T
u

C
g

= government operating income

SS
C

= total Social Security taxes

by employees and employers

Total Government Income
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The three accounts above can be written in equation form as follows:

(x) Wb + (Wb) + SScb + PR + ib + lb. + R + R i + UP + UP. + D + D.• C 1 I
1 1

+ Tb + Sb + Tr b + (Tr b) + SD + CCA = Cb + Ib + I• r
1

+I +G+E
g

+ Impf + R' + /_inv - M.
n i

+ W + R + R + i + D + D + UP + UP + W h + +(2) Wb + Wg o o p o o (Tr)b (Trb) o

+ Trg + PRp + SSp + GRp + (gt) ° = Cb +M d + Wh + ih + ihi + Impf

+ C + R' +T +T + S
g n p u p

(3) (Wg)cr _+ (SScg)cr + G + Trg + SSp + GRp + GS = Tb + Tp + Tu

+C +SS
g c

Combining equations (I) - (3), we have

(4) Wg - (Wg)cr + Wo " (Wb)i + ISSc -SScb- (SScg)c_ I + Ro -R.I

y- --3

L -j

+ _Ip -ib- (ib)i " _ " (_)i_ + UP°
- UP i + (Trb) o - (Trb) i
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+ PRp -PRc + gto - Sp - CCA - SD - Sb - GS + Ib + Ir + Ig + /_inv

+E - Md - M. = 0l

Let (Wg) = Wg - (Wg)
cp cr

(SScg) ffiSS c - SScb - (SScg)
cp cr

d ffii - ib - (ib) - ih - (%)P • .
l I

At this point it is desirable to construct a "rest-of-the-world" account

which describes the net flow of funds received by the endogenous sectors of the

local economy from the exogenous sectors. Local government will be considered

endogenous in this context.

"Rest-of-the-World" Account

W ° - (Wb) " - (Wg L) *
l or.

l

R
0

i
0

UP
0

- R i

ii = net total interest pay-
ments from the "rest-

of-the-world"

- UP.
i

NFF = net flow of funds from all

exogenous sectors to the region

Incommuter wages and salaries paid

by local government on current

account.
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(Trb) - (Trb) "
O 1

(gt) o

E - Md - M.1

GSR
ex

= net payments by all exo-

genous levels of govern-

ment to the region.

Charges against the "rest-of-the-

world"

The item GSR is defined as a residual equal to total current expenditures
ex

in the region plus transfers minus total taxes and other receipts of nonlocal

government. In equation form,

= _Wg) + (SScg)'cr + G' +Tr' +SSg P +IgTr L + GR_ - [T_ + T'p
GSRex 'cr

-I

+ T + C' + SS|
u g =j

where IgTr L = intergovernmental transfers to local government. The primed sym-

bols denote previously defined quantities except that they refer to nonlocal

government only.

Writing the'_est-of-the-world"account in equation form, we have

- - (Wg L) + R - R. + i - i + UP - UP + -(5) W ° (Wb) i cr i o z o i o i (Trb)o (Trb)i

+ ..(gt_° + E " dM" - M.z + GSRex = NFF
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(Wg) ' (SScg)cp(6) cp °" + (d - io + li) + Ib + Ir + Ig + /_Inv = Sb

+ (PRc" PRp) + CCA + SD + Sp + GS + GSRex - NFF - (Wgl)cr"
I

First consider the interest component of the last equation, d - i + i..
O 1

d - (i° - ii) = ip - ib - (ib) i - (ih) - (ih) i - (i° - ii)

Now i
o - i.l = (ih)o - (ih)i - (ib)i and i = ih + ib + (ih) ° - (ih) iP

Therefore,

d - (i° - ii) = ih + ib + (ih) ° - (ih) i - ib - (ib) i - ih - (ih) i

(ih) - (ih) i - (ib)i_

Now consider the terms GS, GSRex and 0_gl)cr i.

GS + GSRex - (WgL)cri = TbL + TPL + CgL + IGTrL - GL - 04g L)cr " (SSCgL)Cr

" (Wg L" Trg L )cr = GSi L
, the surplus of local government.
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Hence, equation (6) becomes a gross saving and investment account and can be

tabulated as follows:

Gross Saving and Investment Account

Business Savings

Sb

PR - PR
c p

CCA

Personal Savings

S
P

Savings of local government (GSL)

Total taxes

Operating income

Intergovernmental transfers

Minus:

Expenditures on current account

Transfer payments (not including
payments out of-retirement
funds)

Statistical Discrepancy

Less: NFF

Gross Regional Saving

Business Investment

I b

I
r

_ Inv

Government Investment

I
g

(Wg)cp

(SScg)cp

Gross Regional Invest_aent

Now consider the interest component of regional income defined as total

interest paid inside the region excluding interest payments on goverument bonds.

That is, if i r denotes the net interest component of area income, then

ir " _ + Ib + (io " ii) ffi_ + ib + (_)o " (ih)i " (ib)i
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An equivalent definition for i is total interest received inside the region
r

by households plus net interest received by business from the "rest-of-the-world."

Included in personal interest receipts is the imputed product of financial inter-

mediaries. If (ih)b denotes monetary interest received by Boulder households

from sources in the area, then

ir = (_)b + Impf- (ib)£ + (_)'o" (ih),"*

Personal interest is defined in the same way as regional interest except

that it does not include net interest receipts by business from the "rest-of-the-

world."

*The primes are used to indicate receipts by actual households only. In
all the above relations, financial,intermediaries are implicitly included in the

tern (ih)i"


